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Contamina nts found in College Brook

UNH guilty of misha ndling ·toxic chemi cals
By P. Rand Tracy
Hazardous chemicals could be
flowing into College Brook from
Spaulding Life Science building
laboratories, said Vice President
for Financial Affairs and
Administration James A. Smith
yesterday.
"In a dye test done today, a pipe
from a glass-washing area was
found to lead into the stream," he
said. "It was originally thought
that all water left the Spaulding
Life Science building directly to
the Durham Sewerage Treatment
Plant.
An investigation by the
Associated Press found that such
ca nee r-ca using materials as
benzene, toluene, xylene,
chloroform and trichloroethylene
are present in water samples taken
near the Spaulding Life Science
building. The level was above that
accepted by the Environmental
Protection Agency, although no
figures were given out.
.
In the same investigation, it was
also found that Jackson
Laboratory, at Jackson Estuary,
was in violation of hazardous
waste levels set by the State Water
Supply Pollution Control.
·
The tests indicated a holding
tank, which received the drainage
of laboratory sinks, was
overflowing into Little Bay.
Actions have already been taken
at Jackson Lab, including the
temporary shutdown of all
laboratory water systems.
Edward J. Herbst, UNH
professor of biochemistry, said "I
think the problem with these
things is that they're misunder-

stood. People jump to conclusions."
1
Herbst denied the allegation
that water was going out of the
building and into the brook. "Our
sewage goes to the town treatr,ient
plant," he said.
I
1
"We'd like to emphasize ' that
recent media reports said no
immediate health hazard was
caused by the alleged polluted
waters," said James Smith. He
noted that tbe pipes leading from
the Spaulding Life Science
Building to the College Brook have
been closed.
A former employee of the
Biochemistry department
disagreed.
"Just one of the chemicals -in the
water, toluene, is immediately
absorbed through the skin and can
cause cirrhosis of the liver." If they
can consider that 'not an ·
immediate health hazard', then
they're operating on a different
standard than anyone I know,"
said Chuck Cragin.
Cragin notified the Associated
Press of his suspicions that
hazardous chemicals were being
released by the University.
"The reason I said something
was because I saw children from
the Day Care Center playing in the
brook. I know it was contaminated," said Cragin, a senior, who
began working for biochemistry
professors Gerald Klippenstein
Watet pours from pipe at Jackson Laboratory. The pipe is suspected
and Donald Green in 1979.
source for low level radioactive contaminants found in Little Bay
"My job was to clean up
(George Newton photo).
radioactive material. The workstudy students clean experiment
contai.ned in "scintillation cocktail was being carelessly dumped down
glasses filled with radioactive
glasses."
drains and into the water below. "I
is_otopes. The isotopes are
Cragin said radioactive water had no choice but to dishwash

some of the cocktail glasses. Wh~n
it came to dumping these
chemicals, I would leave the
chemicals under the ventilating
hoods."
Cragin said it is not uncommon
to see radioactive glasswares
exposed on lab tables for weeks.
"The work-study schedules are
erratic, and people become
careless."
"I don't believe that it's a
diabolical scheme by the chemistry
department to pollute the water,"
Cragin said. "I think it's just
become institutional carelessness."
Original plans for Spaulding
show no major plumbing systems
flowing into the brook, Smith said, .
but added that "There are some
unexpected pipes coming out of
the building that were not in the
master plan."
The UN H Committee on
Hazardous Waste and Radioactive
Materials has scheduled an
emergency meeting today to
review all prncedures for handling
and disposing hazardous waste.
"If these allegations have merit,
we're going to change it," Smith
said.
At the meeting, officials will
discuss the problem in College
· Brook, as well as the fact that
Jackson Lab will immediately
need a new drainage system to -get
rid of its radioactive wastes.
"Jackson Lab uses a lot of
hazardous material-material
much more hazardous than what
has been found in the Collge
Brook," Cragin claimed.
Smith noted that a new system
would be very expensive.

•
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IS a 'crisis area'

Michael Brown, author of Laying Waste, recounts his investigation of the Love Canal during his speech
last Tuesday. (Henri Barber photo)

Chem icals linked to defect s
By Andy Fields
Michael Brown, author of
Laying Waste., recounted the
starkly grim story of the Love
Canal and pointed out that
America is rapidly being poisoned
by toxic chemicals.
Brown, the final guest speaker in
this year's Sidore Lecture series,
recounted his investigation of the
Love Canal tragedy last Tuesday
evening at Durham's Catholic
Youth Center.
As a reporter for The Niagara
Gazette in his hometown of
Niagara Falls, tsrown began

unveiling in 1977 the startling fact
that the chemical toxins buried in
Love Canal, a chemical waste
dump . site, were leaking into
backyards · and basements of
homeowners near the canal, and
that the high incidences of
miscarriages, birth defects and
cancer in the people living in that
area were likely related to long
exposure to the contaminants and
vaporizing fumes.
The mile long, IO to 40 feet deep
and 15 yard wide canal, named
after William T. Love, was
originally meant to be a 7-mile

long hydroelectric channel, bµt
was abandoned in the late l 800's.
In the I 940's, the Hooker
Chemical Company began using
the unfinished canal as a chemical
waste dump, eventually filling it
• with 21,000 tons of highly toxic
residues from their production of
chlorine, pesticides, and plastics.
In 1953, Hooker sold the landfill
to the Niagara Falls Board of
Education for $1, and the Board
built a school on the site.
But before 1977, according to
Brown, the public knew no more
BROWN, page five

By Marion Sabella
The Students for the University,
University administrators, and
faculty are aware of the impact a
decreased 1982 budget for the
University System of New
Hampshire (USNH) would have
on the high technology
departments at the University, in
particular on the computer science
program.
"Effective July l, 1981, there will
be a computer science department.
There is a terrific demand on
computer science cours,es. We have
put quotas on the computer
science courses and limits on
transfers into computer science,"
said Charles Owens, chairperson
of the Mathematics and Computer
Science Department.
"Computer Science is one of the
crisis areas in the University,"
Owens added.
,
USNH Chancellor Bruce · R.
Poulton testified before the Senate
Finance Committee in Concord on
March 17, continuing efforts to
obtain adequate state funding to
maintain high quality and to
strengthen programs in selected
technology areas during the next
two years ( Campus Journal
March 1981.)
It is clear . that our state and
region can find large numbers of
college-trained people only by
turning to · its colleges and
universities which offer programs
· in the physical sciences, computer
science, · and engineering," the
Chancellor said in the article.
"The University feels the impact
of high technology and, as a land

grant university in New
~~mpshire,- we have a responsibility to be aware of the needs in
industry. We will be the major
supplier of these types of people
demanded," said Eugene Savage.
vice president of University
Relations.
The computer science program
was one of the high priority items
that President Handler presented
to the Senate Finance Committee
on March 17 and to the House
Appropriations Committee on
another date, according to John
Hose.
COMPUTER, page eight

Robert E. Simpson, associate professor
of physics, writes on the University
Forum page that nuclear power ·is an
imperfect but necessary energy source.
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O.f fice exchange put on hold
By Darryl Cauchon
The Memorial Union Student
Organization (MUSO) narrowly
escaped plans to exchange their
office space with the smaller
common office, when the MUB
Board of Governors halted the
proposed change in a 5-4 vote
Wednesday.
The Space Allocation and
Utilization Committee, a subcommittee of the Board, originally
proposed the exchange in the hope
of encouraging use of the common
office.
The common office, located
next door to MUSO, is open for
organizations without allotted
office JQil.Ce.
Proponents of the move said
that the common office is too small
for the 110 organizations allowed
to work_ there and that many have
been discouraged from using the
office due to overcrowding.
Opponents argued that th·e
common office schedule shows

that the office is used only an
average of 4 hours a day and that a
larger office would not encourage
increased use.
Tim Miller, Board member and
the amendments chief proponent,
cited many problems with an
exchange.
"M USO has a lot of speakers
and performers receiving
hospitality in ther office and these
people get their first image of the
University there,"Miller said.
Miller said the common office
could also be monitored by the
Board of Governors "so the space
is not monopolized."
MU B board member Ed Garcia,
supporting the change, said the
common office suffers "from one
office being intimidated by other
offices." Office space for the newly
formed Programming Funding
Organization is also needed,
Garcia said.
"We must provide the maximum
space to serve all these offices.
The MU B Board of Governors has

Arsenic detected
Greeks cover their faces with cream during yesterday's pie eating
contest. (Dave Litter photo)

News

•
Ill

brief

Correction
An article entitled "New Bookstore to Rival the University's"that
appeared in the. march 31 issue of The New Hampshire cantained
erroneous information pertaining to the sale of used text books at
the UNH Bookstore.
The UNH Bookstore does sell used text books and has been doing
so for three years.

Boston Pops night
The Boston club of the UNH Alumni Association is sponsoring
its 31st Annual UN.H Night at the Boston Pops on Friday, May I,
1981, at Symphony Hall in Boston. The club annually awards
proceeds from the sales of tickets to this alumni program to the
Boston club UN H scholarship fund.

Speaker suggestions sought
The Commencement Committee has begun selection of speakers
for December 1981 and May 1982. Anyone, particularly Juniors,
who has a suggestion for speakers is urged to bring your ideas to Jodi
Godfrey at the Student Senate Uthce (Koom 130 MUB) by Friday
April 10, 1981.

Donations wanted
The Creative Learning Center, a non-profit pre-school in
Kittery, is seeking donations of antiques, furniture (including
repairable items), and other goods and services appropriate for its
10th anniversary benefit auction.
· Hosted by Morgan Willis of Eliot, the auction will be held May 16
in the parking lot at the intersection of Rte. I and Walker Rd. in
Kittery. People interested in making tax-deductable donations
should call 439-1208 or 439-4395 for pick-ups or additional
information .

Fifth anniversary
This Saturday, April 4th, marks the 5th Anniversary of the Sigma
Nu Fraternity here at the University. Sigma Nu, a social/ service
organization, was originally founded on January I, 1869, at the
Virginia Military Institute. Since its beginning here in Durham,
Sigma Nu has initiated one hundred and twenty one brothers and
this semester has an active .!"Oster of forty nine. A formal celebration
for the anniversary is scheduled for May 8th at which time
representatives from the University as well as the Sigma Nu National
Headquarters, located in Lexington, Virginia, will gather with the
active brotherhood, alumni, parents, and friends.
, 1_
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the responsibility to the whole
community and not just one
organization. We must strive for
this goal." said Garcia.
Mark McGreenry, M USO
business manager, said that
MU SO should have their present
office because it sponsors more
activities than all the organizations
using the common office do yearly,
as well as affecting ten times more
students.
"We do not waste that office. We
use that office ten hours a day,
seven days a week. I have seen the
common office empty many
times," McGreenry told the board.
M USO members displayed a
chart covering the length of the
meeting room of all activities the
organization puts on in · one
semester.
The Space Allocation and
Utilization Committee also
considered a change of offices
between the common office and
WUNH or The New Hampshire
but found it impractical.

Barrington

A/thqugh tl:ze following story doesn't directly affect UNH students living on
campus, there are commuters, graduate students, administrators, faculty and
staff living in or near the town of Barrington.
People living in the Barrington area should take a sample of their drinking
water and have it tested to determine if there is any arsenic_in it.
By Jerry Rooney
Jesse Hey gets up from the
dining room table looking for his
cigarettes. He's a bearded, burly
man with sandy hair. He's 32 years
old and walks with a distinct limp.
'Tm disabled," he explains as he
sits down to light up, "I'm home
during the day so I can get things
done that people who work can't
do. They elected me president of
this organization because I'm the
only one here with balls enough to
stand up to Don Toy."
Hey is president of the newly
formed Tenants Association of the
Barrington Mobile Homes Estates
recently tagged "Arsenic Acres."
Toy owns the place.
'Tm not satisfied with the State
at all," says Hey. "I don't think
they've been doing their job.'~
Joe Cabral is angry. He says, "If
you can't trust the State, who can
you trust?"
Cabral is the group's
information source. He has a

friend at the Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission.
Debbie Cabral is Joe's wife. She
nulls _out a copy of the Havwonrl
Review, a daily from Haywood.
California. It shows an outline
map of New Hampshire. In the
middle is a drop of liquid with a
skull and crossbones inside.
Located on the map are the towns
of: Allentown, Bow, Barrington,
Charlestown, Concord, Epsom,
Londonderry, Hudson, .
Pembroke, Rindge, Rollinsford,
Tilton, Warner, and Weare. These
towns, the paper says, have arsenic
in their drinking water supplies.
"They knew it in California
before we knew it here," says
Cabral.
The people of Barrington
Mobile Homes Estates are angry
because nobody told them that
arsenic was found in their drinking
water.
Last May the State's
Department of Water Supply and

Pollution Control (WSPC) found
arsenic in the two wells that supply
the Barrington Mobile Homes
Estates with water. In July they
retested. Again the reading was
high. Cabral and Hey say nobody
in the trailer park ·was notified.
"There are over eighty families
in that park," says Bernard Lucey,
sanitary engineer with the WSPC,
"We couldn't notify each of them
individually. We notified the
owner (Toy). He should tell them."
Donald Toy refused to
comment. "That's between me and
the State," he said.
After seeing the article in the
California newspaper, the
residents called a meeting, formed
an association, and elected Jesse
Hey president. Joe Cabral
contacted his friend at WSPC. The
friend dug out the records and sent
copies to Cabral. He told Joe that
he wouldn't drink the water
himself.
ARSENIC, page nine

Beckett presents view of China
By Leslie MacPherson
Three years ago, John Beckett
was at a cocktail party. When
someone told him that they were
going to Mainland China, he
promptly said, "Me, too."
Beckett, professor of Management in the Whittemore School of
Business here at UNH, took two
trips to China in 1977 and 1978.
As part of the Wednesday-atN oon series sponsored by the
Commuter/ Transfer Center,
Beckett spoke to a group of about
twenty four people about his trips.
As students sat and sipped milk
from paper cartons and munched
on apples, he gave an overview of
the people and the country.
At the briefing in New York
before the trip, he was given
information about the customs,
history, etc, but the most
memorable statement that he
picked up was from a woman who
said that everything that she had
been taught, heard, known, and
learned in the United States was
that civilization had begun in
Greece. She said, "Since then, I've
been trying to make up for lost
time." .
Beckett began by asking the
audience to examine western
attitudes about the East. He said
that through film, we have
~fye}qpe~
c\. :'Chi!tHie.,<:;h~Q,"
tailed image
o'f China. "WhatPi&-.
do ~

our courses, etc. say about the
inscrutable East, except that it's
inscrutable?" he asked.
There is a famous quote that
goes, "Let China sleep, for we will
rue the day when she awakes."
According to Beckett, perhaps
what is to be rued is the decline in
Chinese culture due to Western
influence. China's traditional
housing has consisted of a series of
houses in a block-shape with a
courtyard in the center.
Five to eight families inhabited
these blocks, with the courtyard
being the center of life. When
problems came up they were aired
and talked out in this area.
With the limited area for
housing, modern day China has
seen the rise of five story walk-up
apartments inhabited primarily by
younger people.
The physical realities of China
are startling. In size, it is larger
than the continental United States,
but has five times as many people.
There are approximately one
billion people in China as
compared to two hundred plus
million in the U.S.
Despite a strong birth control
program, after ten years the birth
rate has declined but fifty percent.
Also, improvements in public
sanitation have decreased the
d,e ath rate.. • .. , •.•• , ·~
,
Beckett said he suspects that

nutrition is better in China than in
the United States, due to the fact
that they lack much of the junk
food that we have.
Their agriculture offers insight
to a basic way of thinking. Much of
their farmland is terraced,
allowing intensive farming of
relatively small plots. and
guaranteeing maximum land use.
In the U.S., human and animal
excrement is seen as something
. that's dirty and taboo, but in
China, it's seen as part of a natural
and ongoing process. For
. example, pig excrement is turneci
into methane gas and then used for
cooking and heating.
When an excess of crops are
raised, there is some financial
incentive for farmers to sell the
extra on a legitimate market.
Beckett continued, "What can you
do with the extra money?"They do
have bank accounts with about
two to three percent annual
interest rates.
However, the money belongs to
the whole family. There are no
disputes; they are all out for
each other, he said. If the son's
account is low, the father wi-U - replenish it, and vice versa. There
is some rationing on certain items
such as fabrics and televisions.
When asked about Mainland
China's awareness of Taiwan,
CHIN A, page 22
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Denis Sweet holds poster promoting "Berlin Connection." (Henri
Barber photo).

Germa n studies wins
$14,00 0 endowm ent
By Larry McGrath
Through the efforts of UNH
German professor Dr. .Denis
Sweet, the University of New
Hampshire has been awarded a
$14,000 grant from the Deutsche
Akademischer Austauschdienst
(D.A.A.) (German Academic
Agency) in Berlin.
The grant is to be used to
subsidize a three-week "study
visit" which Sweet callled the
"Berlin Connection," concentrating on Berlin as a · city.
The cost of the trip ·without the
subsidy would be $1,500-$1,600
per student, but the subsidy brings
down the cost to ·$1100 for each of
.the 29 spaces available
"The trip is designed for people
who haven't had any German
before," Sweet said. "It's an
intellectual exercise to allow
people to find out about Berlin,
which is a one-of-a-kind city."
Since 1949, the Berlin wall has
divided the city into two political
States. After World War II East
Berlin became the capital of
communist East Germany
(German Democratic Republic)
and Bonn became the capital of
West Germany, the German
Federal Republic, which is a
democracy.
East Germany, a satellite of the
Soviet Union, and West Germany, .
an ally of the United States, offer a
unique view of East-West
relations. Their proximity and
political significance often made
them a focal point of world news
during the "Cold War".
It is this side of Berlin, among
others, that Sweet hopes to study
through visits to the respective
legislatures, museums, theaters
and interviews with "leading
personalities" (yet unnamed).
"Berlin has always been a
touchstone of East-West relations
since the wall was built," Sweet
said. "The heat was somewhat off
the city during the period of
detente, but it still lets you know
how things are."
UNH also offers a Junior Year
Abroad program which allows
students to study for one or two
semesters at the University of
Salzburg in Austria. The time
commitment with that program
does pose a problem for some
potential applicants.
"I want to have a kind of
intensive program that is shorter,
and more flexible than a year in
Salzburg," Sweet said. "If people

want to stay on later, I'm working
on that possibility by trying to
place students in jobs through the
Berlin Information Center."
Sweet, who . will act as a
translator, lived in Berlin for
seven years and will be staying
there through the summer to do
research work.

By Lori Alexander
Spiraling medical costs have
forced a proposed increase in the
mandatory Student Health Fee.
The requested increase would
amount to an additional $4 per
semester, according to Dr. Peter
Patterson, Director of Health
Services.
The Health Services' request for
its total budget is an 8.2% increase
over the current budget. This
increase, according to Dave
Regan, assistant to Patterson, is a
"modest increase" and includes
re~uctions and cost-containing
measures.
According to Regan, Health
Services has four sources of
income. These include direct
service charges, income from
summer services, a general fund
subsidy, the the Health Fee. The
Health Fee comprises 59 percent of
the projected ~udget,
The only source of income not
undergoing an increase is the
general fund.
"There will be no actual increase
in dollars in the fund, but there are
certain things provided by the fund
that will not cost us more. Things
like heat and maintenance
services," said Patterson.
The budget increase will be used
to meet existing costs and does not
provide for any expansion in Hood
House services. It will provide for
additional personnel in the Health
Education Center, for clerical
· positions, and for part-time help in
the Pharmacy.
According to Patterson, the
current pharmacy staff consists of
one person. He said that while a
pharmacist is usually responsible
for filling 60 prescriptions a day,
the Hood House pharmacist is
handling an average of 90 per day.
Patterson considers the
dispensation of drugs to a "vital .
area" and deems additional

personnel essential.
Patterson said that the increase
was discussed first with the
Consumer Board of Health
Services, a student advisory
committee. From there, it went to
the Office of Student Affairs.
According to Catherine Reum,
assistant to the vice president of
--student Affairs, the proposal was
approved by Vice President
Sanborn and was also discussed
with the Student Senate.
- - A spokesman for the Student
Senate said that the Senate did not
have a choice to approve or

disapprove of the proposal, but
rather, they acknowledged the
recommendation. Their approval
is not needed to institute the
.
increase.
The proposal has gone to the
President's Office, and according
to Dr. Hose, executive assistant to
the president, the recommendation
passed through this office with
approval.
The last leg of the proposal's
journey is the Finance and Budget
Committee of the Board of
Trustees and then to the entire
Board.

Sea Grant budge t
defen ded in D.C.
said. "It clearly isn't. Sure it does·
By Ged Carbone
serve New Hampshire, but it also
In testimony given before - a
serves the region and the nation."
Federal House Subcommittee,
Corell told tht:: Subcommittee of
UNH Director of Marine
Oceanography, "Sea Grant
Programs Robert Corell said,
"Without Federal Support the Sea annually impacts 376,000 students,
Grant Program ... would dis- 44,200 pre-college teachers, and
·
.562,000 individuals in industry and
appear."
Corell released "documented" business.
"Sea Grant funding is also used
figures which show that Sea Grant
Programs have increased annual for publications which are mailed
business gross revenues by $227 to 445,000 individuals and
n.1Ulion since its inception in 1966. businesses," Corell said.
The hearing in Washington,
The Federal Sea Grant
D.C. last Monday was held "to
Program's 1981 budget is $38.8
million, its hightest allotment since determine the need for the Sea
the program began. Reagan's Grant program," according to
administration has proposed a $37 George Burke, press secretary for
million dollar cut from the 1981 Congressman Norm D'Amours
figure and wants to phase out (D-N.H.)
"The Congressman believes
Federal funding for the program in
there is a need for the program,"
1982.
"The administrations justifi- Burke said. D;Amours is the
cation for cuts is that Sea Grant is a chairman of the House
state and local program," Corell SEA GRANT, page 20

Candidates stress experience

Presid ential debat e uneve ntful
By Greg Flemming
The two candidates for Student
Body President met yesterday with
their running mates for a debate, in
which they actually re-stated their
· views for one and a half hours.
The lack of debate resulted from
agreement on almost all issues, and
Laura Nagy and Sara-Jane
Horton made their past experience
the major issue.
The two sat with their running
mates, John Turner with Nagy and
Andy Katz with Horton, at a table
on the left side of the stage, while
the four panelists sat on the right ..
As panelists, Steve Bloom
reoresented resident students, Bob

Bryant represented commuters,
Amy Covert represented Greeks,
and Rachel Gagne represented The
New Hampshire
Tim Miller moderated the
debate, which fewer than 40
students attended.
The candidates began by
stressing their experience and
competence."Both John and I are
qualified, hard working, and most
of all, enthusiastic, "Nagy said.
Horton followed, claiming,
"Not only are we highly qualified,
but we have a great amount of
experience."
In response to questions, both
candidates said they favor

increased student awareness and
participation in government,
better campus security, and
improved conditions for
commuter and transfer students.
They also said t.hat UniversityGreek relations must be improved,
and both critisized formation of a
Greek council in the Student
· Senate, which has been suggested
for next year.
"I'm not so sure it's a good
idea,"Nagy said, adding that the
Greeks ought to decide their future
for themselves, and it shouldn't be
the Senate's decision.
Katz firmly stated his and
Horton's opposition to the

council. He re-stated his campaign
statement, "You have to be a
Greek to understand the Greek
system".
Horton said an advertising
campaign is needed to increase
student participation, and to fulfill
her campaign promise of filling all
standing committees with student
openings.
Nagy, who also favors more
student participation, said some of
those standing committees must be
re-evaluated.
Nagy, who is a transfer student
as well as a commuter, said she
would continue the commuter
OF.BATE. pa2e seven

Student Body Presidential and Vice-Presidential candidates at yesterday's debate in the MUB. From left: John Turn~r (SBVP), Laura Nagy
M .,utu nu~ ...1
(S~~~ ~n~. ~~~y K~t~ .,(S~\~)?r.Sara-~~.~~ .. 1or~~ "~~~P)~1 a_n':~._!:~.,~}_ller 1•.~~~~rato~ (~e_nri "Bar~er J!h..o]~~ n II'
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Down by the waterf ront

By
Henri Barber
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Brown

continued trom page one

than that the-dump contained toxic
waste, and the people living along
the periphery were not aware that
their insidious health problems
could be related to the chemicals
oozing into their ~omes.
'"Hooker gave no detailed
warning," Brown said.
The Hooker Chemical
Company refused to say publicly
what they. had dumped into the
canal.
Brown gathered his own
samples from sewer sump pumps
in two basements; one, a house
that was on the periphery of the
canal and then, later, in a house
further away to tlie northern end of
the Love Canal area.
He was alarmed to learn that
both samples contained the highly
toxic halgonated hydrocarbons,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB)
and C56, which meant that these
chemicals were not localized to just
the landfill but had drained into
the sewer system.
Along with these toxic
substances, Hooker had dumped
2, 4, 5-trichlorophenol, which is
used to produce the defoliant
"Agent Orange," and dioxin, a of
highly potent, botuhnum-111<.e
toxin.
"If you distributed just 3 ounces
of dioxin equally among one to
eight million people, it would kill
every last person," Brown said.
Despite opposition from
Hooker Chemical, who employs
3,000 of the 80,000 people living in
Niagara Falls, and from his
newspaper publisher, who Brown
described as being "cozy" with
Hooker Chemical, and from · the
County Health Commissioner,
who told Brown that the health
problem was no more serious than
smoking cigarettes, Brown's
persistent news stories on the Love
Canal finally stirred the ire of the
Love Canal families, who
organized the Love Canal
Homeowners Association.
The Association received little
attention from the local
government, who Brown said was
under the thumb of Hooker
Chemical, but their thunderbolt of
- panic and pleas, eventually
generated state and federal
attention.
In 1978, President Carter
declared the Love Canal an

emergency, and, essentially
"In New Jersey organized crime
overnight, 400 to 800 families
is in charge of waste disposal,"
became refugees.
Brown said.
"Imagine being these people and
He said that the Environmental
being told that your property was
Protection Agency (EPA) hasn't
worthless. They were stranded,"
been effective iri dealing with
Brown said.
chemical waste dumping and
Only under continued pressure
treatment, but are hindered by "sodid the state begin to subsidize the
called inflation fighters" and the
families who were forced to live in
White House.
hotels or an old Air Force
At one point Brown went
complex, abandoning their homes.
directly to the EPA in Washington
The Love Canal became a
to find · out how the EPA
· national issue reaching network
determines what are safe levels of
TV and radio news, 60 Minutes,
chemical contamination. "We kind'
Time and Newsweek magizines,
of pull them out of our ass," Brown
and Brown's stories or excerpts
said, quoting an authority there.
from his book were orinted in thP.
Brown advocates that chemical
New York Times Magazine, New
executives, who he said can be
West, Penthouse, and the Atlantic
killing someone just like a mugger
. in New York City, should be given
_
Monthly.
Brown said that there are 183
29-30 year jail sentences, and
dumps in the same county as Love
legislation should be passed that
Canal including a radioactive would prevent a company from
dump site owned by the Federal
producing a product that can't be
Government and three other sites
recycled.
owned by Hooker Chemical
"I guess my message is," Brown
Company.
said, "We have to stop dumping
One of the Hooker sites, which
material in the ground, we have to
contains 70,000 tons of material develop technology or use what we
and lies across from the Niagara already have to recycle materials,
Falls water supply, is still leaking and we have to have more concern
·
for human beings instead of
chemicals like dioxin.
Besides their dumps in Niagara corporations."
Falls, Hooker had been dumping
the same kinds of chemicals at a
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
site in Montague, Michigan which
is contaminating 2 billion gallons
ETONIC®
of groundwater and causing the
. "STREET-FIGHTERS"
same sort of health problems as
Love Canal.
Brown has crossed the country
investigating more hazardous
waste stories. In his speech
Monday he cited:
- A 545 acre dump in Louisiana
.FAMOUS
contaminated the ground so badly
that no animal or vegetable life was
left in the area.
Dover
Broadway
- In California, a trailer park
742-1893
near Disneyland is located on an
old hazardous waste site. The
trailers are sinking into the site and
the ground has to be vented to
allow hazardous gases to escape.
Internal Transfer into O.T.
Meanwhile, trichlorophenal has
been found in the drinking water at
Anyone interested in internal
·
Disneyland.
transfer into the Occupational
- In Iowa, a hazardous waste
Therapy Department:
landfill contaminated 100 square
.miles of pasture '1a·nd with gases
Applications available:
emanating from the site.
- The fire in Elizabeth, NJ a year
0. T. Department
· ago, in which a hazardous waste
Hewitt Hall
dump caught fire, resulted in thick
chemical smoke drifting over
School of Health Studies
populated areas. No one knows
Deadline: April 30, 1981
exactly what chemicals were in the
smoke.

~~ts2799
RED'S

SHOE BARN

THE LAST HURRAH
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CaDlp·u s Calendar
FRIDAY, April 3

1

APRIL FOOL'S ALL NIGHTER: Team Competition: CoRec Volleyball, Co-Rec Waterpolo, Co-Rec Basketball;
plus, Pepsi Hot Shot Contest and recquetball tournament.
Also, Silly Sport Competition and the return of all night
movie shorts. Co-sponsored ,by Pepsi and Department of
Recreational Sports. Field House, 7 p.m. Admission $1
WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONIC BAND
FESTIVAL CONCERT: Top three high school concert
bands perform. Guest conductor, Dr. Donald E. McGinnis,
Ohio State University. Granite State Room, Memorial
Union, 7 p.m. Tickets: students $I; adults $2. Available .at
door or call 862-2404, Music Department.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance . Theater
Company. Annual concert directed by Jean Brown, Jean
Mattox, and Larry Robertson. Johnson Theater, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students &
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: Livingston Taylor. Two performance·s: 8 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. Admission per · performance: UNH
undergraduates with ID in advance $4.75; non-students and
at the door $6.50
SATURDAY, April 4 ·

CAREER DAY IN HOME ECONOMICS: Information
about opportunities available in the Home Economic Field
and what a major in Home~Economics is worth today.
Sponsored by Phi Upsilon Omicron. Room 1925, Elliot
Alumni Center, 10:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. Refreshments served.
MEN'S TRACK: vs. MIT and Bates. Cowell Stadium, 12:30
p.m.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance Theater
Company. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m. USNH Students and employees/ senior citizens $3.00;
general admission $4.00.
MU B PUB: Livingston Taylor. Two performances: 8 p.m.
and 10:30 p.m. Admission per performance: UNH
undergraduates with ID in advance $4.75; non-students and
at the door $6.50
CONTRADANCE: With Swallowtail. Beginners welcome."
Sponsored by Country Dancers. Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 8:30 p.m. Admission $2.50.each.
SUNDAY, April 5

MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Boston College, Cowell Stadium, 2 ·
p.m.
MUSO FILM: ..Juliet of the Spirits." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO
Film Pass.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: Concert with student
soloists. David Seiler, director; G. Roy Mann, -string
orchestra conductor. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with oldies. 8 p.m. Cover charge 50¢
MONDAY, April 6

-a senior semi-formal
Fri. April 24

9 p.m.-12:30

a.m.

CELEBRITY SERIES: Janos Starker, cello. Now
celebrating during 1980-81 his 22nd season as a touring
superstar, he has been called "the king of cellists" by the
CHICAGO AMERICAN. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center,-8 p.m. UNH students and senior citizens $6.50
in advance; general admission $8.50
TUESDAY, April 7

Entertainment by Ben Baldwin . & the Big Notes
Cash Bar, complimentary hors d' oeurves

Tickets $2.50 / person on Sale April 11
MUB Ticket Office
and
Student Ambassadors & Senior Week Committee
Members
sponsored by
Senior ·Week Committee
and
Student Ambassadors to the Alumni Assoc.

ART TALK: Richard Merritt, photography instructor, will
speak about a photographer's sketchbook. Sponsored by
Department of the Arts. Room A2l8/219, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Providence. Brackett Field, I p.m.
Double header.
STUDENT RECITAL: Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Creative
Arts Center, I. p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL vs. Fitchburg. Women's Softball
Field, 2:30 p.m. Doubleheader.
WILLIAM BELK--A HOSTAGE SPEAKS: The
"blindfolded hostage" who was photographed by TIME and
NEWSWEEK. Sponsored by M USO. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission: UNH students, no
charge; non-students $2.50.
JAMES DURST BENEFIT FOLK CONCERT: Sponsored
by -Society for Wholistic Living. Cafeteria, Memorial Union,
8 p.m. Admission: students $2; non-students $3. For cldvance
sales. call Debra Roy or Maria Crofoot. 679-5307. (To
benefit International Human Unity ~onference.)
STVN FILM: .. Hot Rocks." Strafford Room. Memorial.
Union, 9 p.m.
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Adventure sports; Accidents increase with interest
"They were accelerating for
about 240 feet. Then . the rocks
began. The slope of the gully does
not change, nor does the ice change
to frozen snow. Rather, rocks from
one to three feet high begin to jut
through the ice like the death that
studs the mandibles of sharks. Into
this they flew--they had to be doing
at least 120 mph."
The two climbers continued
falling for another 250 feet over the
rocks.
Peter Friedman died of head,
neck, and chest injuries. The

By Karen Felber
On January 1, 1981, Dartmouth
College students Tor Raubenheimer, 18, and Peter Friedman,
19, were making an ascent of
Mount Washington's O'Dell's
Gully in Huntington Ravine.
Both were experienced climbers.
After completing the first, most
difficult pitch Peter led off on the
low angle stretch of ice which lay
ahead of them. Tor belayed him
from two ice screws. Peter did not
place any further protection as he
climbed out 100 feet past Tor's
PITCH - section of a climb.

LOW ANGLE - moderately sloped.
BELAY - The point selected and used by the belayer fr~m which he
can best protect a climber and himself from a fall.
BELAYING - The playing out and taking in of a rope tied to a
climber and running around the body of a belay er or a fixture such as
a tree or a rock. Also the application or brkking on the rope by the
belayer in order to prevent a fall by the climber from bec~ming
serious.
ICE SCREW - A hollow screw about 3/ 4" thick anywhere from 614" long. Can be screwed directly into the ice and has a ring to which
the rope is secured for protection.
PROTECTION - A screw driven into the ice or rock ascent face with
the rope secured in place.

accident report read: "He died on
the first rocks he hit. Large patches
of blood and expectorate early in
the 250 feet of rocks marks clearly
where his chest was smashed to
nothing."
Tor survived the fall. Most think
• it a miracle. His lower left leg and
ankle were shattered and he
sustained severe frostbite to eight
fingers. He has since lost several of
the fingers.

belay.
For reasons which remain
unknown, Peter fell and slid down
the low angle ice past Tor and
continued falling for I 00 feet down
the steep pitch of the .c limb before
tearing Tor and the belay off the
side of the mountain.
There were several other
climbers in the ravine who
witnessed. the accident. Arturo
Perez-Reyes, of Chicago, Illinois
and Randy Skelding of South
Euclid, Ohio were climbing below
Peter and Tor. In an accident
report Perez-Reyes stated:

Along with the increasing
interest in outdoor "high
adventure" sports in the past
decade has come a corresponding

increase in the number of serious should be no romance in the ice
In his accident report Perezaccidents.
experience." ·
Reyes summarizes: "To climb is a
According to statistics compiled
"Ice climbing is only as safe as
free act. It is up to each climber to
by The American Alpine Club, the individual makes it by means of
make a clear-headed evaluation of
Inc. there were 11 serious injuries protection," says Wilcox.
his protection and risk factors
and 3 deaths as a result of
A good ice screw is
before he puts his ass out over the
mountaineering and ice related indestructable when properly
ledge."
accidents in North America in placed. They can withstand 6000Peter Friedman and Tor
1951. Since that time the figures 7000 pounds of pressure.
Raubenheimer's accident was the
have increased steadily. In 1979
"The problem isn't usually in the
result of small errors. Errors which
there were 83 serious injuries and equipment," explained Wilcox.
experienced climbers should not
at least 40 fatalities.
"The ice is the weak link. If the
make. They had completed the
New Hampshire's White
quality of ice is poor then it is far
most difficult portion of the climb
Mountains provide dimbing more difficult to place secure
and Peter was on moderately
enthusiasts with what is considered protection."
sloped ice when he fell.
to .be among the best climbing in
"If a screw is driven in 6 inches
Peter placed no protection in the
the east. Mount Washington has and the outer three inches of ice
100 feet between Tor's belay and
many of the most popular and shatter, then only three inches of
the place he slipped. He fell 200
most challenging climbs tucked screw remain in the ice. Simple
feet before the impact reached Tor.
away in it's ravines. It provides laws of leverage make it clear that
Had he placed protection after 50
climbers with the challenges of ice the protection won't hold up under
feet that distance would have been
from November through April.
too much pressure."
reduced by one half.
While the White Mountains are
"The number one rule of ice
The ice was extremely brittle on
able to provide the element of climbing is not to test the protection that day, and the two ice screws in
challenge, they are unable to system," asserted Wilcox, "But
the belay were not driven in more
provide climbers with any unfortunately we 're all human," he
than three or four inches.
protection or guarantee of safety.
said.
Peter and Tor were unfortunate.
Accident levels in the White
"Every climber makes mistakes
Their protection system was put to
Mountains are on the rise.
and every climber gets in over his
a tremendous test and it failed.
According to statistics kept by the
head sooner or later," he
Peter Friedman is dead at age 19
Appalachian Mountain Club there continued. "The tragedy is when •and Tor Raubenheimer will never
were three serious injuries and one they don't get away with it."
be able to climb again.
death due to ice climbing accidents
in 1976. In 1980 there were 10
serious injuries and 2 fatalities.
According to Rick Wilcox,
owner of International Mountain
The North Conway based Mountain Rescue Service (MRS) was
Equipment, Inc. and president of
organized in 1974 at the request of Fish and Game officials who were
the Mountain Rescue Service
untrained and upequipped to make technical rescues (involving ice
(MRS), ice is a very inconsistent
or rock climbing).
medium.
MRS is headed by President Rick Wilcox, owner of International
"The consistency of ice can vary
Mountain Equipment, Inc. and director John Bouchard of the
tremendously from one spot to
Mount Washington Valley Guide Climbing School.
another," he said. "Soft, wet ice
The rescue service is staffed entirely by volunteers. Most are local
will hold a securely placed ice
· climbers.
screw · no matter what hits it
According to Wilcox, "in order to get a victim off a mountain or a
whereas extremely cold, brittle ice
cliff there have to be people who are experienced technical climbers.
will shatter or 'dinner plate'when a
We are responsible for getting people down to where they can receive
screw is driven into it."
medical treatment."
Perez-Reyes states: "Too many
"It's not usually a very quick or easy process. We have to go out in
people are _misinformed as to the
all kinds of weather at all hours and there is considerable risk on our
dangers of ice climbing. Unlike
part. It's not uncommon for a rescue to last all night, and all too
rock, ice is completely unforgiving.
often we're just going up after a body anyway."
The medium and the cold do not
give you a second chance. There ,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Mountain Rescue Service

It's Our

2nd Anniversary

GRADUATE NURSES

And We've Got A ·G reat Sale
For You everything in stock from

10 °/o

TO

40 °/o

OFF

HRJEYOUTHOUGHTABOUT
I'

1n Ladies, Young Juniors, Girl~
Lingerie, Acces·sories

*Plus Super
Bargains*
SAVINGS UP TO 90%

ull
* Large Size F_
Slips & Panties*
* ½ PRICE *
SALE ENDS TUESDAY,
APRIL 7th

-

·,

·---

'

.

.

.

.. .

Carolyn's
Closet Inc
Durham Shopping Pla1a

VISA•

868 -1183

Mon. - Sat.
9:30 · 5:30

"ERMONT?
Consider a Staff Nurse position with this 500-bed teaching hospital
and major regional referral center for Northern New England;
affiliated with University of Vermont College of Medicine and
Schools of Nursing. Grow in this progressive environment with the
support of excellent orientation and in-service programs ...
Earn a competitive salary plus differential pay for weekends and
shifts. Partake in an excellent benefits package that includes a
Tuition Assistance Program ...
Live in or near Burlington, Vermont; a university city of 50,000
where educational and cultural activities abound. Our location on
Lake Champlain, in Green Mountain ski country, provides
year-round recreational opportun.ities !
Interviews for senior Nursing students will be held February
through April. Call us to schedule a visit ... or contact us for more
information.

MEDIGtL CENTER HOSPITAL
OF'JERMONT
Personnel Department
Burlington, Vermont 05401
(802) 656-2825
An equal opportunity employer
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Debate
continued from page three

gatherings and transfer student
orientation programs . Horton
agreed with her.
However, Horton re-stated her
belief that many commuters who
move off-campus by choice, are
content. "They lead a different sort
of life," she said, "we shouldn't
· worry about them."
Both candidates spoke in favor
of increased campus security.
Criticism of opposing sides
stemmed mostly from lack of
experience. "We have five years of
UN H experience between the two
of us, "Horton said, and added,
"I'd like to stress that Andy is a
Greek. The others don't have a
Greek".
Turner closed by saying, "We've
gotten involved, too. For the past
two years I haven't been lying in
my room watching television."
"We'd make a very good team,"
he added.
Students may vote on April 7·
and 8 in any of the three dining
halls from 11 :30 a.m. to I :00 p.m.,
and then from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Polls will also by held at the
library, McConnell Hall,
Kingsbury Hall, and the MUB,
and for Greeks only in front of
Stoke Hall, from 10:00 a.m.to 4:00
p.m. Student I D's are required to
vote.

The Student Television Network
is offering
the following PAID positions:
__,,_ _ _ _ _~
GENERAL MANAGER
NEWS DIRECTOR
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
PUBLICITY MANAGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER
PROGRAM MANAGER

PAGE SEVEN
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Student Art Show
New England Center Lobby
•'

•••

Tuesday, March 31

11111

thrn Monday, April 6. ·

General Manager applications DUE BY APRIL
7th, voting for it on April l 4th .... All other officer
applications DUE BY APRIL 14th, voting will
take place on April 21st.
Stop bv Room 110 at the MUB

KennenSie
Berlin?

Gallery hours:
daily 9:00-midnight.

'

/
UNH Flying Club at
Rochester Airport
is accepting new members
Call : 664-2529 or 742-3441

Home Delivery
call
862-1490 862-1124

"THE BERLIN CONNECTION''
A Three·W~'<./H\ezlit SonimerSn,d~-Visit toBeilinfo<t /too!
This Redl)ced ft ice 1"1.ade PesoibJe Thr~h a lJe.,t G~·. G~-n- GIM'+
ITIQJII

GUITARS

:15 f\A'f-1't JU NE 1?81"

Stringed Instn1111e11t Ikpairs
( ;uitar & ;\fandolin Lessons

G(oup Fli~ht Bos-\'on-lbhn,OpenMv<o, ~lote\,r(\ea.ls,
To+erv;ews u.'ith P< omirie"'t Be,\in ti<.soY1a.lities
~ie\J lips to ta.~+ GeffnOJ(ld I\'\ e,\vded

will buy stringed instruments

in any condition
Used Instruments
For Sale
ALAN ASH 868-1992

JOB HUNTING??
Comprehensive
Resume Assistance
from
Rough Notes
to
Finished Copy

Colby-Sawyer College
Daniel Webster College
Franklin Pierce College
KNne State College

Nathanlel Hawthorne College
New England College
New Hampshire College
Notre Dame College

Plymouth State College
Rlvler College
St. Anselm' s College
University of New Hampshire

Come to the

EDUCATION JOB FAIR

Sponsored by the: College Council Placement Office
New Hampshire College and University Council

Tuesday, April 21, 1981Call us for fast,
efficient service

10:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

SAINT ANSELM COLLEGE GYM
· Manchester, New Hampshire

INTERVIEWS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
To Schedule Interviews, You Should:

CONSULTANTS'
SERVICES
Pat Lindsey
868-1104 ( 8am-5pm)
l 7 Madbury Road 1 3
Durham. NR 03824

a.) Obtain an Education Job Fair bulletin from your placement office or from the C.C.P.O.
at (603) 669-3432.

b.) You may schedule up to five (5) Interviews by calling the C.C.P.O. at (603) 669-3432 on

April 13-16 ONLY.

For a complete listing of School Represent~tives
attending and their expected needs, see your
Campus Placement Off ice or call (603) 669-3432.

The best contact
of your life.
For clear
sailing.
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits.
No obligation in-office trial.
Complete eyeglass and
eye examination services.
Fitting by Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
Optometrist.
In-office service plan available
Now available "extended wear" lenses.

eysMsst~st ~im!!fxl
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM .

• .. • • ,'77~~~7'"'Ji"'.r,'\r;,~77"Ti'":i7":ir;"';~L'Lir.-.ii"'i"7":..7:T'u'i'7-:~~:">,=-'l:I
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Contputer

..----------·--Notices

cot·~sELl~G & TESTl~G CEYl'ER
VICTIMS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT/ ASSAULT
SUPPORT GROUP: Informal weekly drop-in group
designed to meet individual needs. Emphasizes support
information, refera ls. facts / myths, victimization. Meets
every Tuesday throughout the semester, Counseling &
Testing Center. Schofield H oue, 1-2:30 p.m. Call Nancy
Sweeney 862-2090 for information.
MEDITATION: Wednesday, April 8, Schofield House.
7 p.m. Call 862-2090 to reserve a space.

THE BERLIN CONNECTION: Three-week studyv1sit
to Berlin. May 25-June 14. Contact Denis M. Sweet, 8621218, or stop by Murkland Hall, Room 15. Required
deposit: $100.
GRADUATE STUDENT CURF PROJECTS:
Deadline for submitting proposals: Friday. April 3. 1981.
Guidelines for proposal submission available: Research
Office, Horton Social Science Center. Questions. call
Jack Lockwood or Bea Day, Research Office, 862-2000
WOMEN WRITERS SEMINAR: A week of reflection
and study (college credit available through UN H).
Sponsored by Appalachian Mountain Club and
Women's Studies Program. Sunday-Saturday, April 1925. White Mountains. Pinkham Notch Camp. NH.
Admission: AMC members $165: non-members $175.
Price includes tuition, meals, and lodging. Deposit $75,
send to Appalachian Mountain Club. Gorham, NH
03852. Questions, call AMC (603) 466-2727: or. Kim '
Sherburne 862-2194
HUMANITIES LEClURE SERIES: The Romantic
Movement. R. Alberto Casas. AM LL / Spanish. Open to
students in Humanties 502 sections and to those
registered with DCE. Tuesday, April 7. Room 127,
Hamilton Smith, 11-12:30 p.m.
CAREER
CAREER WORKSHOPS FOR UNDECIDED
STU DENTS: Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advising.
Tuesday, April 7. 3:30-5:30 p.m.
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: CANCELLED.
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Room
203. Huddleston. 6:30 p.m.

GE~ERAL
THE CONSUMER BOARD: Suggestions, complaints,
and problems with the health services at Hood House?
Please call Liz MacDonald at 862-3823 or 862-1987.
MEN'S GROUP: For support and personal growth.
Sponsored by Hood House Health Services. Every
Monday through semester, Counseling& Testing Center.
Schofield House, 12:30-2 p.m.
HAPPY HOUR WITH NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS:
Part of week-long alcohol series. Sponsored by Bacchus.
Friday, April 3. McLaughlin, 4 p.m.
GAY COFFEEHOUSE: Sponsored b:)-1 Campus Gay
Awareness. Friday, April 3, Philip Hale Room. Paul
Creative Arts Center. 8-IO p.m.
TALENT SHOW-AREA I: Sponsored by Area I
Programming Board. Saturday, April 4. Room 110,
Murkland, 2 p.m.
BIG WALL ROCKCLIMBING IN YOSEMITE:
Slideshow of climbing Yosemite's Half Dome and El
Capitan: and , New England Ice Climbing. Presented by
Mike Brochu. Sponsored by New Hampshire Outing
Club. Tuesday, April 7. Hillsborough / Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union. 7 p.m. Admission: NHOC members
50<1:: non-members 75<1:.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
WORKS HOP: Sponsored by Health Services.
Thursday, April 9, Catholic Student Center, St.'Thomas
More, 8 p.m. For information, call Ellen Smith 868-2964.
HEALTH FAIR: The Key to Success. Door prizes, free
movies, belly dancing. information booths. and more.
Sponsored by the School of Health Studies and the
Student Nurse Organization. Thursday, April 9. Granite
State Room. Memorial Union. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL WEEK: Slide presentations,
lectures, exhibits. folk dancing, and more. Sponsored by
International Student Association. WednesdayThursday. April 8-14. Memorial Union. Check display
case in Memorial Union for times.
OYSTER RIVER TRNASPORTATION: Ten-ride pass
for people with valid UN H ID. $4.50. Show your ID with
your pass and you can ride anywhere on the line. Special ·
good through the end of the semester.
CROP WALK FOR HUNGER: Sponsored by Students
Concerned About World Hunger and United Campus
Ministry. Sunday. April 12, Catholic Student Center. St.
Thomas More. I p.m. For information. stop by Campus
Ministry. Wolff House, or call 862-1165.
AL-ANON MEETING: The Durham Al-Anon support
group for friends and familes of alcoholics meets
Tuesda-ys. 8-9: I 5 p.m .. Conference Room, Second Floor.
Hood House. Sponsored by Health Services.

CLl IBS & ORGA~IZATIO~S ·
STUDENTS FOR RECYCLING MEETING: Tuesday,
April 7, Room 2 I 8. Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB: Friday, April 3. open
gaming: Saturday and Sunday, April 4 and 5. Spring
convention. Friday, Carrol / Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 6-closing; Saturday and Sunday, Top Floor (300
level). Memorial Union, all day. Admission for Spring
convention: $3 per day. registration on balcony.
Questions, call D. Lindbo 868-9750
SANE & CSD MEETING: Monday, April 6, Common
Office, Room 146, Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m .
COMPl'TER SERVICES
Preregistration necessary tor courses l1stea oe1ow. \_c111
862-3527. or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster.
BEGINNING TECO: Provides instruction in creating
and editing program and data files on the DECsystem IO
using the text editor TECO. ( Knowledge of a text editor
is a prerequisite to other mini courses.) Wednesday, April
8, Stoke Cluster. 2-4 p.m. Prerequisite: Beginning
Timesharing.
. BEGINNING RUNOFF: Explains program used to
prepare documents. handouts, paper.;, etc. April 9. Stoke
Cluster, 2-4 p.m. Prerequisites: Beginning Timesharing:
Beginning SOS or Beginning TECO.
LOBIN / TUTORIAL: For individual help with specific
problems. E_very Tuesday and Thursday. Stoke Cluster,
8-9:30 a.m.

continued from page one
Anne Burt.
.
"We can't afford to stay where
we are. The quality of education at
UNH is going to be affected. All
people are doing what they can at
their level in the University. The
state does not subsidize UNH
enough to educate all the state
students who come here.
"A formal letter-writing
campaign starts next week," Burt
said. "In-state students will be
asked to write their state
representatives and out-of-state
students will be given names of
critical senators involved in the
budget issue, like the Senate
Finance Committee, to write to.
All they have to do is sit down for
five minutes and write a letter. The
Student Senate will take care of
envelopes and mailing the letters.
Flyers and fact sheets will be

Yon don't advertise

in The New Hampshire?
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· \ ·II\ to
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Waiters• Waitresses
\ M~i~r~ ~'s ,• ~~r ~~-~P /

1

Her"' is an. opportunity to £pend an ~xciting s.immer /
wo:king in one of the finest night clubs on the At.laJ1tic /
Sec:.coast. Just be neat, prompt and on uu iJ,em~s•:JS
Sat. or Sun., 11 - 4 P.M. I I
I I / / /

j

No exp~rience necessary. I No phone ~alls · J

Hampton Beach, NH

SBP
* Gibbs Hall Resident (6 semesters)
* J.unior History Major
* Chairperson, Student Activities

*- Sophomore Hotel Adm. Major

*

'

Sara Jane Horton

* Christenson Hall Resident

*

WOR/ .,

THIS SUMMER/
. VvfTH\ THE s_TARS 1_ ~;
\ April 11_ & 12 ,

Andy Katz

*
*
*
*

As of late February and early
March,there were more fhan 300
qualified student applications, 180
from in-state residents,foli 45
positions available in the
Computer Science Department
next year.Three quarters of the
qualified in-state applicants can
not be accomodated, explained
Hose

\

VOTE

SBVP

available in Kari-Van busses, in
the MU B, and other places with
the Senators' names and towns.
"All a student has to know is the
situation arid they can't help but be
concerned," B4rt said.
"In-state students who are the
constituents of the legislators
would have a greater impact on the
legislators, and letters from out-ofs ta te students would have ·
impact,too," Hose said.

Brother-Tau Kappa Epsilon
Dorm Government (4 semesters)
Student senator (2 semesters)
Chairperson-Senate E~ergy
Conservation Subcommittee
(2 semesters)
Senate Greek Ad Hoc Committee
(2 semesters)
Residential Life Council
(2 semesters)
Student Ambassador
Rugby Club (3 semesters)

/

*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

APRIL7&8

Fee Council (2 semesters).
Dorm Government (4 semesters)
Student Television Network
Business Manager (2 semesters)
Student Senator (3 Semesters)
Student Senate Executive Board
Charter Member, Students for
the University
Seacoast Reg io_na I
Phone-A-Thon Co-Chair
Student Ambassador
UNH Concert Choir (2 semesters)
UNH Women's Tennis Team(2 semesters)
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Arsenic
continued from page two

Lucey says the arsenic level in
Barrington 's water supply has been
fluctuating. He says the wells will
be sampled once a month for the
next few months at least. Lucey
says the results are public
information and they will be sent
· to anyone requesting them.
Lucey says Toy has been advised
to use the well which has the lowest
arsenic readings. He says that if the
co n t a m i n a ti o n c a n n o t b e
maintained at a safe level, over a
period of time, Toy will be
required to provide the park with
another source of drinking water.
William Healey, executive
_director of WSPC, says that Toy
will probably be given two to three
years to rectify the problem. He
says this is the period
recommended by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
"You can see by this long period
of time just how seriously the EPA
regards levels of arsenic as low as
these," Healey points out.
He explains that the Minimum
Contamination Level (MCL) of
five parts per million is based on
the average person consuming an
average of two litres of water each
day.
The wells at Barr~ngton Mobile
Homes Estates have tested as high
as twice this level, but more often
closer to it.
In the meantime, Healey says
the WSPC and the State Health
Department are waiting for the
results of a joint study now
underway in Hudson, New
Hampshire. The EPA and the
National Center for Disease
Control expect to release these
results sometime this spring.
Dr. Marjorie Allan, Chief of the ·
State's Bureau of Maternal and
Child l-Iealth Services, says there
are . records indicating that high
levels of arsenic have been present
for years in the the drinking water
in specific areas of the country. She
names Eugene, Oregon and
Fairbanks, Alaska as examples.
She says the arsenic probably
occurs naturally and that results of
extensive tests on people in these
areas show no "discernible effects"
on human health over a period of
ten years or more.
Allan says that a letter dated
February 26 has been sent out to
area physicians. It describes the
symptoms of arsenic poisoning
and asks that any cases be reported
to the Department immediately.
There have been no reports to date.
In the meantime Hey, Cabral,
and others worry. They are taking
no chances. Some have their water
tested by private labs. They call
and write for information. They
read the news and talk to people.
They keep an eye on their kids.
They haul their water from other
places.
And they wait.
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SIGN UP FOR OUR SPRING CRAFT CLASSES
-WE HAVE LINED UP THE TOP INSTRUCTORS-FOR THESE POPULAR CRAFTS-
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CALICO BASKETS
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DAWN WITTBERG
MARK VAN STONE
JUDY BARKER
JUDY NELSON
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All classes will be held evenings 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM
S\00 _charge for each class - please pay when you register
@ 101/o discount on allpurchases made the day you register or
s on the day of your classes.
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So get ready for spring's rainy days with something new ~
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HAVEA
LEGAL _PROBLE1JI?
Contact: Student Legal Services
Room 131 MUB
862-1712
Hours: 9-4 Monday through Friday

Starting June 12, be a Capitalist when
you fly from Boston to Brussels or New York
or from New York to Frankfurt, Los Angeles,
or San Juan.
Fly Capitol Airways. Our non-restricted
fares are the lowest of any airline. Which
means you can save a bundle and still leave
and return whenever you please.
And, our service is as good as our fares
are low. You'll fly on comfortable jets with
complimentary meals and beverages.
So fly Capitol. Check our fare box for
proof that Capitalism is right on the money.

IIp••-----------------·
·
II
Non-restricted, round trip, economy class from
Boston.
.

I
I
II

Brussels

I

Fares subject to change.

DESTINATION

CAPITOL*

OTHER"

SAVINGS

$529
'$72

$824

$295

$78

$6

New York

I
I
II

•-----------•

.

_

I

·-------------------

CAPITOL AIRWAYS

==~ight on the money.

------------

SOFT CONTACT LENSES

As·a f u/1-time undergraduate, you are entitled
· to legal advice which is covered through the
Student Activity Fee.

•

The leader in soft lens science.

ARE THEY FOR YOU?
We Can Help .You Find.

a5aa321

CHURCH
.

Apr·

Capitolism
lives.

The Answers
.

...
"'

BY.HOOH .

or

BY CROOK
-DANCING-.
happy hour 8-9
Positive ID's_ please
Sunday hoot with
·sammie Haynes
Dinner: 7-9
Curry by G:r:ieg Westley

With Any Meal or

Sandwich

fli-'.AAAl&W'~

Because we believe that the health of your eyes
should not be compromised and to provide the
highest quality of care; we carry only the most advanced contact lenses available today._

Call for more infor.mation and in-office trial.

WE OFFER:
*complete eye exam with each fitting
*full service contact lens care
*new FDA approved softlens for extended wear
*satisfaction guaranteed

Memben American Optometric Association
and N.H. Association of Optometrists

- DR. ALIE & M·ENARD
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.

742-5719 ·
Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri. 9-5
Sat 9-12

Jenkin~ Court
Durham, N.H.

868-1012
Mon, Thurs, Fri. 9-5

CLOSED WEDNESDAY
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BECOME INUOLUED!II

FOR
STUDEN T BODY

Join the 1982 Granite Executive
Staff!!!
The following salaried positions are
available for next year:

PRESIDE NT,
VICE _PRESID ENT,

Edi tor-in-Chief
Photo Editor
Chief Photographer
Senior Section Editor·
Production Editor
Literary Editor

COMMU TER AND
GREEK SENATO RS
polling places and times
MUB 10-4
Kingsbury 10-4
McConnell 10-4
Library 10-4

. Help create the UNH yearbook!
Come in and apply
Rm. 125 MUB

Stoke 10-4
Philbrook 11-1 4-6
Stillings 11-1 4-6
Huddleston 11-1 4-€

Deadline: April 7, 1981

STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED

MUSO J_,,.ECTURE SERIES

JAMES DURST

announces

DAVID I~IFTON

SONGSMITH

Author of

"Songs are mirrors
within which to see yourself
Songs are windswept boughs

whispering to the night
Songs are tl,e voices
nf wisemen and fools
Songs are messengers

of the heart
Songs are the wings of death

and the light of life
Where I go songs shall follow
Where songs go I shall follow"

Disguise and Deception in the
Assassination ofJohn F. Kennedy

- James Durst

The new best seller describing a new conspiracy
theorv ·of the assination of President Kennedy.
ol

In Concert at U.N.H.

At last, the truth about a plot which may have
reached into the highest levels of the united States
government.

For the Benefit of

8th INTERNATIONAL
HUMAN UNITY CONFERENCE

\VEDNES DAY
APRIi~ 29TI-I 8:00 p.m.
Tickets:
Undergraduates in advance
l

I

,·1, •I ( '

t

MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING - STUDENT CAFETERIA

$1.50

$2.50
All others
~NOW!
. ON SAI~E
I
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8:00 PM1u~~APRIL 7, 1981
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THE TONE IS SOUNDING -- AWAKEN TO ONENESS
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University Forum

Edited by Dennis Cauchon

Energy · Series
Robert E. Simpson
The case of nuclear power: Blessing or menace?
In the wake of the Three Mile Island incident it seems
hard to believe that 30 years ago nuclear power was
described as possibly being "too cheap to meter." Nuclear
power has in many ways become the focus for the battle
over the environment vs. economic growth and to some
has come to define the contrasts between a simpler
agrarian society and modern industrial society.
It has become all to clear recently that nuclear power is
not too cheap to meter, and according to its opponents, it
is far more expensive than coal power. It has also become
clear that a small percentage of extremely vocal, hard
working people, variously called activists or
environmentalists or fools are willing to devote
extraordinary amounts of time and effort to harass
nuclear plants, ranging from physical picketing to endless
legal techniques to delay construction of new nuclear
plants and shut down existing ones.
Less well known to most people is the fact that our
dependence on foreign imported oil has been increasing
at an alarming rate, that the political situation in the oilrich Mid-East is deteriorating with. the unrest in Iran and
the impending sale of weapons grade uranium to Iraq,
and that the existing American coal burning power plants
are belching forth hundreds · of thousands of tons, yes
\ons, of noxious chemicals into the environment every
year.
What did we learn from the Three Mile Island (TMI)
incident? Perhaps the most ominous realization was that
there was no central training program for nuclear reactor
operators in the country, and the physical design and
layout of nuclear power plant control rooms was not
standardized and in fact was technically deficient in many
ways. At the TMI plant, for example, there was no
centrally located temperature indicator on the control
panel to allow the operators to monitor the reactor core
temperature, and some crucial indicators were located
behind the main panel. And, there was no requirement
that the reactor operators even be high school graduates!
All of these deficiencies have been covered by regulations
recently issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Let us review a few well accepted facts about nuclear
power. First it is impossible to generate the power
without splitting the uranium ( or plutonium) nucleus and
simultaneously producing highly radioactive
byproducts. Fusion power may solve this problem, but it
is my professional opinion that practical fusion power is
many decades away, if it ever becomes feasible.
Second, over 90% of the radioactive waste products
presently existing in this country have been generated
from the nuclear weapons program, not from nuclear ·
power.

Robert E. Simpson is an associate professor ofphysics.
He is studying this semester in the Department of ·
Radiation Biology and Biophysics at the University of
Rochester (N. Y.) Medical Center.

Third, the waste products will automatically decay into
non-radioactive products. The commonly made
statement that the waste products will be radioactive for
hundreds of thousands of years is misleading; only a few
of the isotopes in the waste products will last that long.
The _w aste consists of hundreds of different elements,
each with its own characteristic (and unchangeable)
decay rate, and over 99.9% of the radioactivity will be
gone in approximately 800 years.
Fourth, with the present Uranium 235 reactors, our
uranium supplies will be exhausted in 20 to 30 years. In
order to generate nuclear power for any longer period, we
will have to transform to a different nuclear technology
including reprocessing spent fuel and · breeding
Plutonium fuel in nuclear breeder reactors. With these
techniques, the nuclear fuel supplies will last for
centuries. The new technology generates its own set of
problems, however, including the preparation and
transfer of Plutonium which is not only very toxic, but in
pure form is a material for nuclear bombs.
Fifth, there has not been one single documented death
due to the operation of a commercial nuclear power plant
in the United States.
Sixth, a properly operating nuclear plant puts less

ra·d ioactivity into the environment than a coal burning
plant of comparable capacity.
Seventh, according to the best risk calculations applied
impartially to coal and nuclear power plants, the
presently operating coal plants are over two hundred
times worse than the nuclear plants in terms of peopledays lost to illness and death per megawatt-year of
power. And, the atmospheric emissions of the coal
burning plants have rendered hundreds of lakes sterile of
fish in northern New York and New England as well as in
Canada.
What can we conclude from this tangle of facts? The
only certain conclusion is that there is no one simple
solution which will satisfy everyone. There are simply too
many people using too much energy for such a solution to
exist.
To reduce drastically our energy consumption is
unacceptable for the majority of people, even including
some of the more vocal anti-nuclear activists. I once
heard one say that he'd like io live in a cabin in the woods
away from civilization except for a generator to run the
stereo. And, citizens of the lesser developed countries
may well be more concerned with raising their standard
of living than in statistically vague damage to the
•.
biosphere.
Alternate power sources ( othir than coal and oil) and
conservation are desirable, but they are probably not
going to help appreciably in the next few years. It is
interesting to note that while there is a general positive
correlation between a country's gross national product
and its energy consumption, certain European countries
with essentially our standard of living consume
approximately one-half of the energy we do per person.
Thus, it is conceivable that we could cut our energy use
almost in half while maintaining our standard of living,
but at the cost of a different lifestyle. This would be
extremely difficult and a long term political and
economic task.
In the next ten years or so I predict that solar
photovoltaic power will become commercially feasible
for air conditioning, recharging electric automobiles and
other uses, but we can expect little more from
hydroelectric or geothermal sources, mainly because all
the practical sources have already been utilized.
In conclusion, a far reaching and long term program to
develop new energy sources and conserve our existing
ones and to develop a pleasant but energy stingy society is
clearly necessary. Although I was an opponent of nuclear
power a few years ago, I am now a cautious proponent of
conservation, solar power, and nuclear power properly
operated. This means implementation of the NRC
national standards for reactor operators and reactor
control rooms, and a major political and scientific effort
to store safely the nuclear waste material. I am far more
optimistic that we can find timely solutions for the "nutsand-bolts" nuclear problems than for our economic
problems and for the political problems in the Mid East.

------------------------------------------------Richard Dewey

Three points in favor of the average professor
When the money-pie is too small, its division is a
challenge. At a university, a perennial contest occurs
between those who argue that each faculty member
should be given a proportionate share ( on the basis of
rank and years-in-service) and their counterparts, who
wish a disproportionately large slice to be given to faculty
of "unusual merit." One UNH professor who favors the
latter asserted "I resent being considered an average ·
professor, and view it as a personal affront to be so
treated".
Now, it is as easy to be in favor of rewarding unusual
merit as it is to be against sin, but before we reduce the pie
slice available for the average professor, let's look at the
implications of such action for the students.
Three propositions, against which one cannot, I
believe, argue successfully, are relevant to the
implications of slicing the money-pie equally or
unequally.
l. The primary purpose of colleges and u,~iversities is to
support the institution of education in all three of its
components, namely: the discovery (through research),
the preservation (libraries and museums), and
transmission (teaching and learning) of knowledge.
The highest and most immediate rewards have been,
and still are, granted to those who devote their time to
··research." The quotation marks are deliberate: it is clear
that administrators, and some •·research "-oriented
·faculty, actually mean ··publication" when they use either
••research" or"scholarship." The research ("study" is an
actual, though unpopular, synonym) that is indispensible
to successful classroom-laboratory teaching, but which
accrues only to the benefit of students; is neither called

Richard Dewey is aformer chairman of the Sociology
Department. He wasforcib[y retired in 1978 after having
atJended and taught at 15 different schools. He is
preparing t() take his case to court.

research, nor recognized as meritorious whe·n· salary
increases and rank promotions are being considered.
Evidence of administrators' esteem for the
resear~her/ publisher, and disesteem for the
scholar/ teacher is not wanting. A recently appointed
administrator of a New England university is reported as
having said that the faculty was spending too much time
in the classroom and laboratory, and too little in
••research." Granted, a full teaching load (three or four
courses per semester or quarter) leaves little time for
publication preparation, but the burden of proof that the
latter is equally as valuable in providing a liberal
education as is the faculty member's
classroom/ laboratory teaching clearly lies with those
- who make this assertion. Such proof would be, I believe,
very elusive.
Illustrative, albeit extreme, of faculty disesteem of
teaching is the statement of a colleague: ••No one should
be promoted to full professor who has not discovered
something new, not even if he is the most knowledgeable
person in his field, and is supreme among the world's
teachers."
We need not be told that novelty as such does not
·guarantee significance, but many are unaware that ideas
·and facts that significantly contribute to the
improvement of the world, especially in the social
sciences and humanities, are extremely rare. If research
significance is added to novelty as criteria for promotion
to full professor, those holding that rank would be few
indeed. I find some irony in the fact that I have benefitted
from this publication emphasis. The University chose me
as department chairperson in preference to a colleague at
the University of Illinois solely on the basis that I had
published · books and articles, whereas he had not. He
would have made an exc~llent chairperson and faculty
·
.,
mem~er.
)'

~

2. The indispensible foundation of the university is the
liberal arts college. Although I can see some merit in
• Clark Kerr s term "multiversity," a "university "without a
liberal arts program is nothing more than a congeries of
specialized, usually technical, schools.
There is overwhelming evidence that the solutions to
the world's most pressing problems (war and threat of
war, poverty, racism, sexism, and so on) lie elsewhere
than in our research and career-preparation efforts. Only
in a liberal education are the solutions to such problems
to be discovered.
3. A high-quality college or university can exist with only
"average" faculty, whereas neither is possible if the
faculties were composed solely of the minority of
academic "stars"or "distinguished"professorsfor whom
"merit" raises are reserved. Note well that in a good
school, average does not mean mediocre.
·•Merit" professors may include those with ••great
futures behind them," hired to embellish the university
catalogue; those who teach few classes, usually small and
highly specialized graduate or undergraduate courses;
and those who are conspicuously absent from campus on
an hourly, daily, or weekly basis. Thus, the probability
that students will be enrolled in classes taught by ••merit"
professors is slight, and parents of prospective students
should be, therefore, primarily concerned with the
quality of the ••average" professor who will be teaching
their children in the classroom and laboratory.
To maintain a high quality faculty of scholar/ teachers,
effective teaching must be rewarded. To pursue the
current course of action whereby more and more faculty
are taken from the ranks of teachers, to be replaced by
inexperienced, if inexpensive, available personnel, is to
guarantee a reduction in the quality of education when
the world can ill afford the attendant deprivation of
'
• koowledge.
1.
....
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Editorial
Aid .cuts limit educa tion to wealth y
More than 1,000 students may not be able to
attend UNH next year.
President Ronald Reagan's proposed cuts to
the financial aid program have eliminated
summer work study, and will drastically reduce ,
the amount of money available for federal grants
and low interest loans.
Under the Reagan plan, the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG) eligibility
requirements will be stiffened.
A letter from the Financial Aid Office dated_
March 17 informed students and their parents
that "almost 1,000 UNH students currently
receiving grants would no longer be eligible."
In additfon, the Guaranteed Student Loan
Program (GSL), the only financial aid program
available to all students, will ·suffer a marked
decline.
The same letter estimates that "90 percent of

current borrowers" will be losing this resource
in the future and that "even the most needy
students may have difficulty in obtaining such
loans."
Students should.be aware that these proposals
are currently before the Congress.
If the reductions win Congressional approval
not only would the number of financial aid
recipients be sharply reduced, but, more
importantly, the number of students who can
now acquire a college education because ofthese
programs would no longer be able to.
If passed, Reagan's plan would affect more
than 10 percent of the total student population
currently attending the University.
It is unfair that otherwise qualified students
should be denied the _o pportunity to obtain a
college education simply because they are
unable to afford the ever spiraling costs ofhigher

education.
In a society where it is increasingly necessary
to have some form of post-secondary education,
the withholding of federal assistance programs
is not only counter to local and national
economic well-being, it is a crime. ,
The only way to fight these cuts, cuts which
will not affect the wealthy, but only the middle
and lower income families, is to let your
representatives know how you feel.
Write your Congressmen and tell them that
support of Reagan's proposals will serve as an
indicator of who and what they are concerned
about; their constituents or the national
conservative ideology which says that a balanced
budget is more important than interest of the
citizens.
Make yourselves heard now! Time is not on
·
your side.
T.H.
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By Larry McGrath

No answe rs found
Since mid-January of this year, stories,
rumors and speculation about proposed budget
cuts have reached the ears of every student,
faculty member and employee ofUNH. It is now
the first week of April and still not one State,
University System or UNH official has provided
a firm working figure.
The proposed $2.2 million system wide cut
meant little because it was unofficial. When the
figure was reduced to $800,000, because of
exemption for salaries, nothing was resolved
because it too was unofficial. The $645,000
slated to be cut from UNH's Durham campus has
few people looking to work or matriculate
elsewhere for the same reason, no one knows if
the figure is for real.
Seven weeks remain in the 1980-81 spring
semester. When the majority of UNH's 10.900
students return home for the summer, will we

•
Ill

'offici al' reaCti on

find out then what the exact figures are? Life in
Durham has gone on as usual since the initial
scare has passed, but the problem remains.
UNH has used the unofficial numbers and
directed the budget cutting measures
accordingly. What happens if they are inaccurate
and everyone affected is home for the summer?
"It's been very uncomfortable (working
without exact figures)," Interim Vice-President
of Finance and Administration, James Smith
said. 'The only thing that could happen is that
the figure will be larger than expected, but I don't
think that will happen."
Things seem to be running smoothly. Scho<,l
administrators have cut and snipped and it
seems the reductions will be absorbed by the
USNH and UNH in particular without too many
problems. But how can we be sure?
The New Hampshire State legislature, which

determines the State budget, will address Class
90 of fiscal year 1981-82, Class 90 deals
exlusively with the USNH budget.
This year is no different than others in that the
budget is put together in Concord while most
students are working on suntans and sumer ,
jobs. Though in light of the cutbacks, next year's
budget may include this year's deficit, if there is
one.
The formulation of school policy should take
place during the school year. The budget should
be put together while those most affected can
react to its proposals effectively, not be miles
away in their hometown. Once it is formulated it
should be presented in an official form to
whoever cares to inspect it, and any subsequent
changes should be reported publicly, accurately
and officially.
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Letters
Atnerica
To the Editor:
After reading the article, "Founded
on freedom, but not free of fear",
printed in the March 31st edition of
The New Hampshire,! feel that I want
to make some comments.
First off I'd like to say that I am in
full agreement with the author of the
article. It's a shame that it only takes
one rebellious person to silence the
entire country. And to think that it
almost happened due to something as
horrible as an attempted presidential
assassination.
What has happened to 'the land of
the free, and the home of the brave'?
Lately ifseems like 'the land covered by
a sea, and the home of fear, the new
wave'. As your article states ..."indeed,
nobody gets sent to Alaska for what he
writes or says. But Lennon's music got
turned off, Kennedy's and King's ideals
got blown up, in Atlanta, kids are
afraid because they're black, ... " Can
you imagine the fear this installs in the
minds of those who may be in similar
positions as those who have died?
You're free to speak out, but you might
get shot. That's about the size of it, isn't
it?
Surely I may be exaggerating a bit,
but lately ... people are fearful of
exercising their rights to freedom. Is
this our home of the brave? You have
to be brave to do some of the things you
want, or go some of the places you
want. That is, you have to be either
brave or stupid.
Will America ever be the same? The
memories are always with us. When
the author of the article talks about this
fear, he says, "It's the fear I feel when I
walk through a big American city. It's
the fear I feel while living in the country
of the free, the country where a finger
pulling a trigger sounds louder than the
voice of voters." The memories of
killings haunt all of us when we walk ,
through big cities. No one likes to walk
alone in the city at night. Doesn't this
sound like what's happening to the
blacks in Atlanta?
Again, I salute the writer of the
article. There is de(initely a problem
spreading throughout America. 'A
malignant brain tumor', as the author
put it. If we want to go by MerrriamWebster's definition(s) for "brave" ... we
are going to have to work at it. Well
done my comrad in writing.
Perhaps, if we are all driven to face
our fears we may be at least mistakenly
be viewed as a country of braveary,
once more.
Thomas Roldan
Student Concerned-UNH

To the Editor:
This letter is intended , in part, as a
reaction to the editorial written by J-C
Lameer and the sports commentary
written by Larry McGrath, both of
which appeared in The New
Hampshire on Tuesday, March 31,
I 981 . At the outset . I would like to
submit that I in no way wish to infer
any further meaning to the pieces
written by these two gentlemen than
they themselves intended. Rather,. I
would like to elaborate on certam
principles and issues raised ·by both
men .
There is a special characteristic of the
political process which seems to be
. particularly native to America--the
insatiable desire on the part of the
general public to ridicule their political
leaders. This American idiosyncrasy
can be, and indeed has been, both
beneficial and humorous, if not taken
to an extreme, for it infers that the
politicians are forever in the public eye
and reminded of their duties.
However. many other nations view
this aspect of American politics as an
imminent sign of the decline of the
American nation as the disassociation
of the masses from the political process
continues to mount. Such outside
condemnation points to a basic lack of
understanding of the American
national character and political
process: it is precisely the American
sense of humor about the political
process which reveals a very basic
appreciation for t~e ov~r_all
righteousness of the Amencan poht1cal
system.
Perhaps one may recall an instance
of such humor which is reported to
have occurred during the Korean
conflict. On the night before the battle
of "Pork Chip Hill" the North Korean
and American forces were bivouaced
verv close to each other on that now
famous hill. Throughout the frigid
Korean night . the North Korean forces
sought to break the American morale
by ta unting the American troops with
pro pagandistic P. A. announ cements

about the downfall of the United
States, the immorality of American
life, and their own imminent death the
following morning.
Such jabs may have been a bit
unsettling to the Americans, but when
the North Koreans turned to political
ridicule, directed at President Harry
Truman, their plan backfired. Many of
the Americans (probably those that
were Republicans!) clrose to answer the
Communist forces with such replies as
"You're right, the dirty bastard ought
to burn in hell, he got me into this lousy
shit-hole" etc. etc. Hence, far from
breaking the American morale, the
North Korean jibes brought new
vitality to the American forces as the
G.I. 's all joined in on the humorous
lampooning of the American
President. The North Koreans were
dumbfounded, and furthermore,
eventually beaten in the battle.
Nevertheless, like cigarette smoking,
an excess of political ridicule becomes
initially detrimental and eventually
carcinogenic. After Watergate,
Americans grew increasingly
suspicious of the doings of their
leaders, and hunting for corruption
became the national sport, ala
ABSCAM. Hence, widespread
political apathy became a household
word for the late 70's.
The present Reagan administration
desires to catapult the American people
out of their a pathetic politcal doldrums
by promising "a new beginning", and
indeed, most Americans appear to have
kicked their apathetic habits . and •
believe that Ronald Reagan will restore
political pride to this land.
Nevertheless, there persists a sizeable .
segment of the population which insists
upon fermenting the tar and nicotine of
political apathy. They have become the
masochistic, anarchistic, factious
tumors which threaten to avert the
return of American political vitality.
These people can see no right in the
designs of the Reagan administration,
and indeed, look for every excuse to
find fault.
A sizeable number of this
masochistic element may be found at
UNH. Months before the election, this
group persisted in spreading the
mistruths that Ronald Reagan was too
old to lead, in total ignorance of the
past and present existence of world
leaders who have served in their
capacities at a much riper age than
Reagan, such as Tito, Mao, and
. Brezhnev; or incapable of leading
because of hi s· previous acting career,
where the logic is in this I do not know;
and that Ronald Reagan should not be
the President because he would steer
the United States towards war with the
Soviet Union, such an attitude totally
in disregard of the fact that Reagan is
equally as susceptible to a Soviet
nuclear payload as the rest of us.
Nevertheless, democratic opposition
is what the Constitution intended. and
this is a very necessary and bem:ficial
aspect of American politics .
Furthermore, I thank God that
America is a land where any individual
may openly say "I hate Ronald Reagan
for his dumbfounded political and
economic policies."
However, what strikes me as such an
odious 'affront, yet one which we must
all tolerate, occurred when individuals
belonging to the masochistic
anarchistic crowd at UN H openly
expressed their twisted disappointment
about the outcome to the events of
March 30, 1981 by offering such
remarks as "Too bad Hinckley didn't
get Reagan through the head and finish
the job" etc. etc. Such sentiment could
be heard amongst a good many
conversations here at UNH on that
tragic day.
Such remarks go beyond the limits of
mere jest and show a lack of respect
which Larry McGrath eluded to,
though in a different context, and are
indicative of the "malignant brain
tumor" referred to by J-C La!'Tleer.
In earnest agreement with Mr.
Lameer, America has indeed become
"a country where a finger pulling a
trigger sounds louder than the voice of
voters". The masochistic Americans.
themselves carbon copies of John
Warnock Hinckley, would, in their
own way, point their anarchistic
cannons at the Reagan administration
and pull the trigger in order to halt the
progress of the Reagan administration
before it has barely begun: a successful
assassination of President Reagan
would have been their deliverance to
Shangrila-- to the detriment of us all.
Isn't it time for all Americans to
finallv give President Reagan the
support he needs in carrying out his
functions over the next three vears and
nine months'? He hasn't started a war
yet. nor does he appear to be corrupt
and as his spectacular recovery from an
assassin's bullet proves-- nor is he on
the \·erge of dea th.

Mix a few preconceived ideas -wit.h a
entire wori'd complete with a past and
Constantly reminding President
wish to prove them true and the result is
language,) And G.M. Hopkins (whose
Reagan that he will fail may_ be~?me a
the
confirmation
of
all
suspicions.
We
poetry explodes with double and triple
self-fulfilling prophesy, which 1s . t~e
are
masters
of
self-fulfilling
prophecy
meanings) lacking in brains or the
ultimate intent of the masochistic
and
infants
of
objectivity.
ability to think originally?
Americans . Let's avoid such an ·
Objectivity or an open mind is an
All these were Christians and in this
outcome by supporting the President at
extremely
highly
prized
commodity.
sense simplistic: they believed the Bible
a time when he needs it most.
Professor
Merton
has
a
"negative
to be "God's Word." Yet life did not
Christopher J . Schuyler
attitude towards Christianity" because
lose its mystery and they did not have
Political Science and Economics
Christians
"give
up
their
own
reasoning
to denv itc;; rnmnlexitv. Rather than a
Major
Sawyer Hall Reside.nt - powers and value the thought process ,narrow point of view that excluded life,
of someone else."
this basis gave them a firm foundation
Christians are painted as archfrom which to grow and an accurate
conservatives and anti-intellectuals.
reference for understanding their
Yet Darwin also appeared foolish to his experiences.
contemporaries; cartoonists had a
Foundations and structure of this
To the -Editor:
heyday portraying him and apes in
kind are in fact the basis for freedom .
On behalf of my mother, I wish · to
various absurd ways. This was in fact
Consider that only with a firm skeleton
thank you for allowing her name to
not based on the evidence he offered can a body run, only with the support
grace The New Hampshire.
but on the extreme contrast his theory
of air currents can a bird fly, only with a
Mom's a great person. Besides
had in relation to the present culture solid foundation can a building stand.
raising four children, one dog, a cat, a
and beliefs.
Christ in fact told his disciples that
turtle, about 75 fish, sea monkeys and
The cultural and social climate of an
his words would make them free; to be
assorted trees and flowers (with our
age often bears more heavily on the a literal Christian is not to be a corseted
help of course), she teaches school fullrespectability of an idea than the bulk
thinker nor is it to be afraid of life.
time, cooks up a storm, and keeps. a
of evidence presented. This in fact may
To be quite frank--it's a circus, a
plentiful supply of family vitamins ·be why Creationists and literal
symphony and a dance. "I have
(sorry, no Geritol).
Christians appear to be anti- come that they may have life, and·
By the way, Mom's a professional
intellectual. In which case histoq' has
have it to the .full."
Smcerety,
journalist herself.
swung full circle and they in fact are
Sarah Aicher
Besides that, she "reportedly took in
suffering from bad P.R., not soft
UNH Student
eight WUNH members at 2 AM
brains.
Durham
Friday, and fed them." It was great
In furthering his indictment
lasagna. You see, Mom took us in ~n
Professor Merton labels those who
the way down to tne I.B.S. Radio
support anti-abortion laws as
Convention in D.C., three weeks ago.
extremists and implies that they are
The stopover allowed us to save our
"men characterized by ignorance,
budget (and thus the students) money
meaness, and paranoia bordering on
which would have been spent on a hotel
insanity" (Alexander Cockbum in the
To the Editor:
room (or two) overnight. No stopover
"Village Voice" of March 25.) It is
In his letter to the Editor of March
would have meant a straight roadtrip
argued that enforcing a moral belief · 31, associate professor A:ndy Merton
until 6 AM.
through the law is insane and that those
demonstrated
a profound ignorance on
So we at WUNH decided to thank
supporting such a practice are
the meaning of the term "born again."
Mom. Only the senate denied the
intolerable bigots. Yet all our laws are , This phrase has, in the past few years,
transfer, of $25" 'as a token of thanks'
of this nature; they all assume some
been abused in both Christian and nonto a Mrs. Arabas." I think Mom's
moral basis; it is wrong to murder, it is
Christian circles until it has almost lost
notorious now. Friends ask if she deals.
wrong to steal, it is wrong to lie.
its true meaning. In John 3:13 Jesus
It is New Jersey, after all.
If indeed right-to-lifers believe life
says, "Truly, truly, I say unto you,
Sorry, Mom. Senate denied our
starts at conception then for a moment
unless one is born again, he cannot see
thanks. Too bad you already got the
imagine that each abortion is.seen not
the kingdom of God." Man is first born
flowers .
·as a-choice made by the mother, physically; to be "born again" r~fers ~o
Many thanks, · but a hte taken.· The population of
spritu~l rebirth when a man b~heves m
Jill Arabas and WUNH-FM Mafia · unborn fetuses becomes a group with
Jesus for the forgiveness of sms. And,
rights. History again offers a corollary.
"whoever believes in him may have
In our past those of a certain group
eternal life." (John 3: 15)
'. were considered to be nonpersons.
Thus, according to Jesus, every true
They could be deprived of life by those
Christian is "born again" spiritually;
who controlled them and were dealt
whether or not he uses this term to
To the Editor:
their destinies according to the
describe himself is secondary. And any
To me, two of the most glorious
convictions and convenience of their
true Christian who takes his faith
times of the year are Christmas and 1 owners. Their freedom cost the
seriously will also take the Bible, the
Easter! Our Christmas drive was most
Southern slave owner his economy, his
word . of God, seriously. For "all
special. and we are working now to
social position and completely changed
scripture 1s inspired by God and
make our spring drive very special too!
his life-style. A heavy price!
profitable for teaching.for repr?of~f ?r
On April 13-14-.15-16, the week
Yet the right to own a slave is not a
correction , and for tra1010g 10
before Easter Sunday - "It will be a
civil rights issue because that which a
. righteousness, that the man of God may
Bunny Hop" at the Durham Red Cross
person loses as a slave is far greater
be complete, equipped for every good
blood drive from IO am to 3 pm each
than that which the Southerners lost.
work." (2 Timothy 3: 16, 17)
day at the MUB!
How much greater a loss is the loss of
The inference by Andy Merton that
This happy theme will surround yo~
life? If in this case we support trading
"born again" Christians are extremist
with the · delight and charm Apnl
the social position, lifestyle and the
zealots and that "other" Christians are
promises us all! Student volunteers will
economy of a culture for freedom,
not is disturbing simply because to be a
discard their winter weary jeans for
should not breath and life demand of us
true Christian one must be born again!
"Sun and Fun" glamour furnished by
protection?
Yes, Christians ate called to be
Stuart Shaines! A roving guitarisi. a
Finally, a petsonal resp~~J_e ~S
extrenuists by Jesus himself. (Jn
budding artist, and the Easter Bunny
Professor Merton's caricature of a·
Revelation 3: 16, Jesus tells the church
himself will all be there to thank you for
"born-againer". I can sympathize with
that he hates lukewarm Christians.) We
coming to this celebration of life!
nausea which he feels toward literal
are called to uphold God's word and his
All this and the knowledge that you
Christians becase he sees them as · righteousness.and this applies to all
will renew hope for "Somebunny" who
unimaginative, unbending, simplistic
areas, including the sanctity of human
needs you will make your own
and dogmatic. Yet I believe this is in
life.
springtime happier than ever!
fact an uninformed, partially informed
So -- Hop on over and join our
or selectively informed opinion.
Easter parade of sunshine and joy!
Orthodox Christianity does not
Sincerely
produce simpletons. Consider the
Jarry Stearns
Christian writers - Tolstoy, Donne,
Your Dur_ham Red Cross Blood
Milton, C.S. Lewis, and T.S. Eliot.
Chairman
Who · can call these people simple?
Were Dostoevsky (with his
psycho Io g i ca _) I y I ab yr int hi n e
characters,) Tolkien (who created an

Thanks Motn
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'Born-again'

To the Editor:
Associate Professor of English,
Andy Merton, has recently been
profiled by Karen Holstrom in The
New Hampshire and has written a
letter of response to the profile. He is an
author of a book about abortion. a prochoice advocate, and a man of little
affections for "those born-againers
who take the Bible literally." His use of
emotive and connotative language
coupled with scathi:!g wit has drawn a
caricature of the "right-to-lifers" and
the "born-againers"far from attractive_.
His caricature is drawn from a
summer spent interviewing ''right-tolifers" while using passive deception
(paraphrase): pretending that he was
neutral on the issue. This seems to be an
effective means of gathering
ammunition but an irrational way in
which to arrive at accurate perceptions.
When in the company of sympathetic
listeners the general tendency is to let
our stomachs out: we do not try to
persuade or appear logical. but base
our thought and speech on general
assumptions. To a listener not of the
same persuasion the impression would
be ludicrous.
Professor Merton's beliefs and
persuasions were in fact firmly gelled
before he interviewed these people.
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I wouid like to make one other point.
Christianity does not, as Merton
claims, involve "the giving up of our
own reasoning powers." When God
created us, He gave us a free will. This
included the freedom to accept or reject
him. He earnestly desires all men to
come to know him, yet he will not make
us into robots who will follow his will at
the push of a button. (2 Peter 3:9)

Each person is a worthwhile
individual in God's sight, with a unique
personality and mind. Christians are
not called to give up their own
reasoning powers, but indeed to
develop themselves to their fullest
potential as unique individuals with a
unique contribution to make to the
world.
Sincerely,
Frances Galasyn

SBP candidat es
Horton/
I(atz
To the Editor:
The Studen: Senate·is recognized as
the representative voice of the student
body at UNH. It is imperative that this
powerful body have strong and
experienced leadership. The Sara Jane
Horton/ Andy Katz team gives you, the
students, the opportunity to vote for a
knowledgeable Student Body
President and Vice President.
Sara Jane is a junior history major
and a Gibbs Hall resident who is
preparing to become a commuter
student. She has been involved in
student government for three years, as
a charter member of Students for the
University, a Student Senator, and
currently as Student Activity Council
Chairwoman and a member of the
Student Senate Executive Board. She
has also been involved in dorm
government and has been the business
manager for STVN. In addition to this
she has been a member of the Concert
Choir and instituted student
involvement in the alumni phone-athons.
These areas of involvement are
complemented well by Andy who is a
sophomore hotel administration
major. Andy has also been involved in
dorm government in Christensen Hall
and is currently their Student Senator.
He is a member of the residential life
council and is chairperson of the
Senate Energy Conservation
Subcommittee. In addition he is a
brother of Tau Kappa Epsilon and is
serving on the Senate Greek Ad Hoc
Committee. He is also a member of the
rugby club. Both Andy and Sara Jane
are UNH Student Ambassadors and
work hard with the alumni association
to further relations between current
students and alumni.
We are convinced that we have the .
diversity and experience to perform the
duties of Student Body President and
Vice President. We hope that on April
7 & 8 you will vote for the qualified
team which can use its assets most
effectively for the students of the
University of New Hampshire. We
honestly believe that we are that
qualified team.
Sincerely,
Sara Jane Horton
Andy Katz

accessibility to their constituents.
Sara and Andy have compiled a
thorough platform with academic,
commuter, residential, and Greek
issues which strike home with each of
us in the University community. Sara
and Andy want to promote a unified
student package, one which doesn't
focus on one student group over
another. And if there is one lesson I
learned from dealing with the
University Administration it's that as
students, we must bond together to
provide a strong, ··coherent, and
intelligent governmental force.
Sara and Andy are concerned with
your reactions and views. If you have
any questions or insights you would
like answers to, drop them a note in the
suggestion box they have at the
Stui:Ient Activities Office in the MUB.
It's your University, and Sara Jane
Horton and Andy Katz want you to
know that they care about what
happens to you and the University of
New Hampshire. The ball is in the air,
you can catch it and score a vote for
Horton / Katz.
Jamey Wachta
Academic and Student Senator
Horton/ Katz Campaign Director

To the Editor:
Teamwork, enthusiasm, and
experience are the key ingredients to a
successful Student Body Presidential
and Vice-Presidential ticket. It is,
therefore, necessary to understand the
candidates personal, as well as public
record.
I write this letter to urge the entire
Student Body to vote heartily in favor
of Sara Jane Horton and Andy Katz in
the upcoming SBP-SBVP elections,
April 7th and 8th.
It has been my good fortune to both
know and work with Sara Jane and
Andy over the past year through my
position a~ Academic and Student
Senator. And -now, as the Horton/ Katz
Campaign Director, it is easy for me to
express my enthusiasm and pleasure
over their partnership.
Both of these individuals are truly
qualified to represent you, the students,
at the highest echelons of our
governance system, with experience
that totals between them over five
years. Sara has repeatedly delved into
student concerns and issues through
her involvement as business manager
for STVN, Chairperson of the Seacoast
Regional Phone-a-thon, Chairperson
of the Student Activity Fee Council,
and her active participation as a
student ambassador and charter
member of the Students for the
University Council.
Andy Katz has proven experience in
the fields of residence hall government,
energy conservation, and Greek issues
of structure and cohesion, through his
position on the Senate Greek Ad-Hoc
committee and as a brother of Tau
Kappa Epsilon. As a brother of
Lambda Chi Alpha. I see this a, very
important for integrating the Greeks
with other University segments.
The personality of this dynamic pair
is one of compatibility and maturity.
They feel as I do. that the issues are
wh&t is i~port~n~. a_nd at~ng wit_h ~hi•~• . ,

To the Editor
In light of the up and coming
Student Body President and vicepresidential elections, I would like to
share my full support and approval of
the Horton/ Katz ticket.
As a former student senator, I sat on
Sara-Jane's Student Activity Fee
Council as an observer of student
organizations. On this council SaraJane as chairperson exhibited her
strong leadership, her administrative
know-how, and her once quoted
"knack for moderation" that
commanded respect. Sara-Jane is a
viable link to the interests of students,
organizations, faculty, commuters,
student senate, the residential
community, the Greek System, the
administration, . and most important,
1
the unity of these groups.
Sara-Jane has an outstanding
personality characterized by her upfront views and responses to
constituents. As a leader she will be an
asset to the student body because her
ability to take strong positions allows
honest efforts and results to culminate.
Never in my experience of associating
with Sara-Jane has she given anyone a
political run-around.
I have also had the opportunity to
know and work with Andy Katz in the
senate. Andy is also an asset to the
ticket because of his concern for
students in general, their role in the
University, and their voice being acted
upon, not just heard. The Greek
System has been a major focus of
concern in the University community.
In the Student Senate Andy made
efforts to improve the Greek System
and its relationship to the University
community in order to gain the respect
it has the potential to deserve. As a
Greek member himself, Andy wiH
obviously pursue this issue with
initiative and motivation.
In sum, this ticket touches all the
bases of the U 11iversity community in a
professional and understanding
approach, and therefore I urge
everyone to vote for Sara-Jane Horton
and Andy Katz as our future leaders in
student representation.
Sincerely,
Caty Conley
Senior, Commuter Student
To the Editor:
I have worked in student
government at UNH for three years as
a student senator, vice-president of
budget and administration, speaker of
the senate, and presentty •as business
manager. In this time four Student
Body Presidents have held office, two
under the new senate structure.
Each of these Student Body
Presidents has contributed something
positive to the University and left
his / her successor in a better position to
help students. However, Bob Coates
and Jodi Godfrey will be a hard act to
follow. They have earned a great deal
of respect for the Senate and benefits
for the students with intelligence and
.energy that their successors will find
difficult to match.
If anyone can continue and improve
upon their record it can only be Sara
Jiqr o,n "f9r tpr.e, vear-.s I have watcb-ed .

her work as a member of Students for
the .University, as business manager for
Student Television Network, as a
student senator, and presently as
Chairperson of the Student Activity
Council.
In each of these roles she has
performed with intelligence and
energy. She has a long proven record of
good work . Her experience in senate is
important in itself because the senate's
greatest weakness is a lack of
continuity.
We need someone as Student Body
President who knows what happened
last year and the year before and who
won't waste the position's potential in
relearning his/ her predeccessor's
mistakes. That may benefit a new
Student Body President as an
individual, but it won't help us
students.
· I don't personally know Sara's
running mate, Andy Katz, so I will let
his record and other people speak for
him. I will urge you to vote for Sara
Horton and Andy Katz on either April
7th or 8th.
Tom Myatt
Senate Business Manager
To the Editor:
The office of Student Body President
is a large responsibility. It requires a
person who has drive, determination,
and who is a leader, this is why I am
supporting Sara Jane Horton.
I have served on the Student Activity
Fee Council with Sara for the past year,
during this time many issues and
deadlines have come before the
council, all of which Sara has handled
efficiently and effectively. It is because
of the diversity of the issues handled in
SAFC that I feel Sara could respond
diplomatically to the interests and
needs of the student body.
I have also served on Student Senate
with Andy Katz, who is running for
Student Body Vice-President. Andy· is
involved in a number of activities
around campus. For instance he is a
brother at Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity. Since I'm a sister at Delta
Zeta Sorority, I feel that this is an
important advantage, because it shows
how Andy can handle himself in a
variety of situations.
Together Sara and Andy make a
very good team. I am confident that a
vote for them would be a vote for
responsible student body leaders.
Leaders who are willing to listen to the
needs of the student body, and know
how to work to fill these needs.
Thank you,
Coreen Garvey

To the Editor:
As the elections for Student Body
President approach, the time for
rational evaluation of the choices is at
hand. A vote on the Horton/ Katz
ticket is a vote for the continued strong
leadership and fiscal responsibility that
Sara Jane Horton has brought to
SAFC, and Andy Katz to the energy
subcommittee., These two candidates
provide, the only sensible choice for
sound leadership in the ongoing
financial crisis the Univ~rsity faces.
Garth G. Tolman
WUNH
To the Editor:
As election time draws near, I feel it
is my responsibility to share with all of
you my confidence in one pair of
candidates for Student Body President
and Vice-president.
Sara Jane Horton and Andy Katz
possess probably the most important
quality any candidates could hope for:
experience. What is even more
comforting about the team of Horton
and Katz is that throughout their
extensive involvement they have
managed to have diverse backgrounds.
Between the two, they have covered
numerous student senate committees:
student activity fee, executive board,
energy conservation, Greek ad hoc,
and residential life council.
Horton, an in-state junior history
major. and Katz, an out-of-state
sophomore hotel administration
major, both have impressive
qualifications for positions I am sure
they could handle in the best interests
of the entire student body.
Personally, I had the opportunity to
work for Horton on the Seacoast
Regional Phone-a-Thon last February,
which she co-chaired, and presently I
work with both Horton and Katz on
the Student Ambassador Council. In
these settings, as in all others which I
have associated with Sara Jane and
Andy, I have gotten a sense of
confidence, know-how, and sincerity.
Please think carefully when you go
to vote on the 6th and 7th . If you do not
want to be involved at lease choose a
team who wants to be involved for you:
Sara Jane Horton and Andy Katz.
Thank you.
Dana S. Rosengard '82
To the Editor:
I have known Sara Jane Horton for
ov~r 14 years. Durin.g t hese-years, .Sara

has been a true friend and we have
worked closely together in many
different capacities. Throughout junior
and senior high school, she actively
participated in student government
and held leadership positions in
various other organizations.
While Sara has definitely grown and
changed since we first met, I also see
her continuing her involvement as a
college student. She wa-s first active in
her dorm's government, and was later
elected to represent her dorm in
Student Senate. As SAFC
Chairperson, Sara has dealt closely
with the student organizations and
fairly presented their views to the
senate body.
It seems a natural progression for
Sara to become our next Student Body
President. Not only has she been an
active member of the Student Senate
for two and a half years, bu.t Sara has
also participated in other campus
activities - ranging from student
ambassadors to concert choir.
The duty of the Student Body
President is to represent the students'
interests before the administration.
Clearly, Sara Jane Horton's past
experiences make her the best
candidate for the position.
Sincerely,
John Nay
t oke Hall
_S.
2_2_1
_
____
To the Editor:
In evaluating the candidates running
for Student Body President and Vice
President, I feel that the most qualified
tandom would be Sara Jane Horton
and her running mate, Andy Katz.
I have known Sara to be a
constructive addition to House
Council as well as an extremely
competent representative of our dorm
to the Student Senate. Sara would put
the enthusiasm and concern she has put
into her many past positions into the
office of the Student Body President.
Although I have just recently met
Andy Katz through the Residential
Life Council, I am convinced that he is
genuinely interested in the problems
and concerns of the University.
I feel that the Horton/ Katz ticket is
the most qualified and can do the most
for the University. I urge all students to
exercise their privilege and vote.
Sincerely,
Samuel R. Lush
President, Gibbs Hall
To the Editor:
Every year at this time the students
of U.N.H. elect a student to serve as
their leader and liason to the
administration; and every year the
students must choose between the most
qualified individuals.
Sara Jane Horton, a junior history
major and Gibbs Hall resident, has
served on such diversified
organizations and boards as the
Student Television Network, U.N.H.
Concert Choir, Student Senate,
Dormitory Government, Seacost
Regional Phone-a-Ton, Student
Activity Fee Council Chairperson, and
as a Student Ambassador for the
Alumni Association.
As you can see her substancial
qualifications will enable her to fulfill
the position of Student Body President
most efficiently and effectively. As a
past officer of an organization, she has
a fine perspective of student
organization issues. This has given her
the basis for serving the position of
S.A.F.C. Chairperson including
involvement in the Student Senate. As
S.A.F.C. Chairperson, she's worked
with the Board of Trustees, and as
Charter Member of Students for the
University, she has gained extensive
knowledge in working with U.N.H.
Administration as well as State
Through the Seacoast
Legislature.
Regional Phone-A-Thon, Miss Horton
has shown involvement in surrounding
community.
She's very much interested in filling
any openings on standing committees
and striving for more commuter
involvement at U.N.H. As a resident
student on campus she hopes to
improve dormitory living conditions
by renovating and improving dorm
security.
All students are encouraged to vote
in Student Body President Elections on
April 7th and 8th in a dining hall,
library, Stoke Hall, Kingsbury, or the
MU B. Sara Jane Horton is the most
qualified candidate to provide the
University, both administration and
students, with the finest leadership.
Sincerely yours,
Eddie Koocher, Bus. Mgr.
Jim Emond, Gen.Mgr.
S.T.V.N.

Nagy/
Turner
To the Editor:
As most are well aware, elections for
Student Body President and vice
President are approaching . As
candidates in the upcoming election,
we afe ot1ct!fn'ed ab6ut ' fh'e {,oter

turnout. In the past, approximately 21
percent of the Student body has voted .
We would like to change this. Both sets
of candidates have researched issues
and expressed their concerns. Much
hard work has been done by staff
members to spread the word. We,
Laura Nagy and John Turner, hope
you, the Student Body, will take an
interest in this campaign, research
BOTH candidates and vote!
We would also like to take this
opportunity to tell you a bit about
ourselves and our concerns. We are
both presently in the Student Senate .
Laura is chairperson of the Commuter
Council and a member sitting on
various committees and transfer
orientation. She is a transfer, and a
commuter with two years of residential
living behind her. She is enthusiastic
and energetic. Both qualities have
contributed to her good track record in
Student Government.
John is presently a senator and a
member of the Student's for University
Council. He is employed by residential
life, so although he too is a commuter,
he understands the concerns of resident
students. He has two years of
residential living in Williamson behind
him. John is a dedicated and hard
working individual.
Our major goal, should we get
elected, is to increase the awareness of
student government. We feel if the
student body has an understanding of
the senate, outside participation · will
increase.
Some ideas we have to increase
awareness are: a column in Friday's
issue of The New Hampshire stating
what issu~s are coming up at the sena.te
meeting and an open forum once or
twice a semester for students to express
concerns directly to the senate. We feel
if students are aware of the issues this
will encourage them to speak up, and
also nelp unify the Greeks, commuters
and residents.
Some other issues the Nagy-Turner
team is addressing are: safety on
campus, the parking problems,
handicapped services and renovations,
trying to make the library more
conducive to studying, commuter and
transfer problems and academic issues.
We hope you will make an effort to
get out and vote. We would also like to
take this opportunity to thank those
people who support us, and to thank
those who attended yesterday's debate.
Again, we remind you to vote, and
when voting, vote NAGY-TURNER.
Sincerely,
Laura E. Nagy
~-----•J,_o_,h.n Turner
To the Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity
to urge all students to vote for the
Nagy/ Turner ticket in the forth coming

election for Student Body President
and Vice President. I have observed
these two people over the course of the
last two semesers and in my mind
they are unquestionably the l?est choice
for the job for all of those people who
want an innovative and receptive
student government.
There are no longer any patented
answers to the problems we are about
to face as students. The situation is
going to require as much innovation as
it is long hard work. Anyone can do the
work if they make their mind up to do
so, but an innovative outlook is not
something that one can afford to learn
"on the job".
If a .responsible, . receptive,
imagina!ive student government is
what you want, then vote for
Nagy/ Turner .. ..... if not, don't blame
me.
Chuck Cragin
Durham
To the Editor:
With the voting (for Student Body
President and Vice-president) at hand,
I would like to take this opportunity to
encourage the students of UN H to take
some initiative in the governing
processes of UNH, and to vote in this
election.
Apathy tends to be a problem at
UNH, when it comes to elections. It
might be helpful to recall the fact that
the Student Body President and Vicepresident are paid (small though that
pay may be) positions, and that that
pay comes from the students
themselves.
For this, if no other, reason, it is
important to place the most qualified,
dedicated, and effective candidates in
.
the positions.
To my way of thinking, that choice
leads one in the direction of the NagyTurner camp. From my association
with these candidates in the past, I can
assure students that Laura Nagy and
John Turner are hard workers, and
responsive to the needs of both resident
and commuter students, and would
serve well as president and vicepresident.
Check the facts. Check the
candidates, and vote. I believe your
choice will be as mine.
Signed,
Thomas F. Kehr
Residential Life Council
Student Senator, Atlantic Motel.
•
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More letters
To the Editor:
The students of this University by
now should know that Laura Nagy and
John Turner are running for the offices
of Student Body President and Vice
President. And are probably saying to
themselves who are these people, and
what can they do for me? Well, 111 tell
you! They are both two very dynamic
people who care about this University
and the students that attend it. Their
concerns are the concerns of the
students. From ,campus safety to the
building accessibility of handicapped
students.
I have known Laura since she
transferred here. I met her at transfer
orientation, and at that time she held
concerns for students, she was full of
questions, why? Which haven't
stopped, with her involvement through
Student Senate she has initiated the
housing priority committee, along with
many more programs that involve
resident and commuters.
John is equally interested in the
needs of students. This semester he was
chairperson for the Alumni Phone-aThon which brings in monies for the
undesignated gifts funds. His
involvement in the students for the
University Councils is helping the
lobbying process for the UNH budget.
These two people have the interest,
and with their qualifications make
them the only choice for Student Body
President and Vice President. I'm
voting for them, and so shouldn't you.
Clark Rud
Student Senator
Commuter - Newmarket

To the Editor:
As a student of the University of New
Hampshire, · 1 would like to ·announce
my support for Laura Nagy and John
Turner. Laura and John are very
concerned with improving the Greek
System and residents' conditions and
with helping commuters. Laura has a
vast amount of experience and
exposure with the commuter
population. She has chaired the
commuter council, aiding the
legislature needed to pass the Swap
Program and Kari-Van alterations.
This first-hand experience cannot be
substituted by good intentions!
John, an employee of residential life,
and a resident of Williamson for two
years, has been active in the Students
for the University Council and the
Student Senate. He has also chaired the
Alumni Phone-a-thon, run this year
entirely by students.
Nagy and Turner, together as a.
team, will mean effective representation in the Senate. They are ·
capable, experienced, and most
important depen<;iable. I strongly urge
reader~ _to support the ~aID' / Turner
ticket for '81.
Thank You
Stephen G. Sullivan
Commuter Council
Student Senate

o~t

Follow UNH

. "The doctor ol the future will give no medicine
will interest his patients in the core of the human
frame, in diet, and in the cause and preven~iQn
· '
disease."
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Sports in The

-Thomas A~ 'ldi•
1847-1931'

UNH SCHOOL OF HEALTH STUDIES
Presents

UNH Celebrity Series
8 PM Monday, April 6
Johnson Theater
Durham.NH

$6.50 Seniors
UNH Students in Advance
$8.50 General Public
Memorial Union
Ticket Office
862-2290
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Nutritional Problems

·

.«>1 lsl_ington Street~ Portsmouth-

Home_Delivery

,

• Theraa,utic v..,

• The,oputic Moaaoe

New Hampshire

To the Editor:
As everyone knows (or should
know), the elections for SBP and
SBVP are coming soon. Although I'm
sure all the candidates are wellqualified, I must put in a word about
the best candidate for SBP - Laura
Nagy.
I was fortunate enough to work with
Laura on our high school student
council. She was the President while I
was an underclassman. I know firsthand that Laura is an excellent leader
and can really get things done. She
works well with both the people she
represents and the people she must
answer to --which is not sqmethingjust
anyone can do.
She is always full of energy and when
she sets her mind on a goal, she pushes
and works through all the problems
encountered until her goal is obtained.
She has taught me a lesson about how
not to be pushed around or dragged
down by red tape --of which UNH is
famous.
I can't say much more except if the
student body wants a President who
can get things done --vote the ·
Nagy / Turner ticket. Isn't it time for
some changes around here?
Sincerely,
Pam Stokes

f

• Colon~ trriOations

• Chiropractic ea..
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STUART SHAINES
FOOT RACE
Sunday, April 26, 1981
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LIVE in th e MU B PUB

MU B PUB
April 3-4
8= 00 p.m .
10: 30 p.m .
$4.75 students in adva nce
$6.5 0 non-students & at the doo r
U.N.H. I.D./proof of age required
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Arts & Features
Rachel and Billy Reprise with students Onstage
By Martha Tho~as
The latest dance theater
production has something for
everyone. Whether you 're a fa,n of
New York celebrities Rachel
Lampert and Billy Taylor, a
frequenter of computer terminals,
or if you just enjoy a stroll do":'n
Broadway, this week's progr~m m
the Johnson Theater 1s a
guaranteed pleasure.
The collaboration of a work
entitled "Rachel and Billy's First
Set "which was started in January
as ~ result of the inspiration of
Celebrity Series coordinator Ann
C o c h r a n , i s p a r t o f t_ he
performance. Although the first
section of the Lampert/ Taylor
piece was a ,little awkward, the
following "Blues" was performed
by Laurie LaBr.~nche and
Christine LeJacq with synchronized clarity. ·
Lampert's comparison of . the
dance to "a bunch of people m a
night club" was conveyed by the
dancers' relaxed stances between
sets and the spontaneity of their
mo~ements to the jazz accompaniment.
The choreography was adapted
to suit the abilities of the UNH
dancers, but the energy and
enthusiasm of the students
certainly rivalled that of the
professionals.
The piece, choreographed by
Rachel Lampert with original
music by Billy Taylor, was

performed by Lampert's own
company last February as part of
the Celebrity Series. Lampert then
taught the dance to UNH dancers
while Taylor taught the music to
student musicians. The culmination of the collaboration, which is
in celebration of President
Handler's inauguration, is its
performance by the Dance Theater
Company.
Taylor and Lampert returned to
UNH for dress rehearsals with the
· students and to enjoy Tuesday's
opening night and reception.
The second dance was a
traditional "Pas de Deux" from
"Esmerelda." Performed by Larry
Robertson (who also choreographed the piece) and Susan
Duffy, the dance was the highlight
of the evening. Both dancers,
whether alone or in tandem,
moved with exquisite grace
through the complicated steps of
classical ballet.
"Starpeople" choreographed by
Jean Brown, was a space age
thriller choreographed to strains of
electronic computer music. The
piece began with d_anc~rs dres~ed
in large capes of tmfo1l shooting
across the stage. The foil was
distracting, catching light, noisily
rustling, and ·inhibiting the view of
the dancers' movements.
(Henri Barber photo)

The bull also tosses
By Larry McGrath
The rock band stopped playing
its over of Roundabout and I
glanced to my right. There it stood,
one of the topics of our
conversation on our ride out to
Timothy's Too. Oblong and
leather, the bull stood hornless and
placid, pushed up against the wa!l
until the nightclub's staff rolled 1t
out.
The two employees surrounded
the latest club scene attraction with
eight inches of foam rubber topped
by three inches of leather encased
protective mat.
The dares that had been toss~d

around the car by Lovie, Rob,
Marty and m elf on the way up
Route 9 rang irrmy ears. It was ten
cents a drink night, (the other topic
of conversation), Wednesday night
promotion to attack a profit, but I
had only spent two dimes. Should I
ride? If so, why?
I had stood by laughing as two
volunteers were tossed approximately .ten feet before touchdown
into the pliable landing pad. The
abrupt rocking motions of the bull
had sapped any power or control
from the two brave (foolish?) rag
as they were thrashed
dolls
around.

--~.
CJ
i

)

,,

,,

Now it was time to make up my
mind. The drunker people got, the
more courage they would find. If I
didn't go now, I could get stuck in
line, which after my experiences
(many) at UNH, is worse than
landing on your head, at times.
I looked around at my friends
and got up and left without a word.
The coatroom was in the direction
of the bathroom and I may have
fooled my compatriots. They
didn't notice as I went not to use
the cologne dispenser but instead
to the small coatroom, where you
also signed "THE REL~ASE."
On an 8x 10 piece of paper was a
form that required your name,
address and a statement which
apparently lets the place off in case
of goring. Twenty-three, and
without medical insurance, I
signed it and trudged on.
I handed my form to the shapely
attendant and walked slowly to
center stage. The true "dude," my
dress slacks more rippable than
Wranglers, (or Jordache's for that
matter), my shirt and V-neck
sweater more suited for the
campus than the pampas. What's
more, there was no room for spurs
on my Florshiem shoes;
nevertheless, I climbed atop the
mechanical monster.
One strap for a handhold was
attached to the cigar shaped
automaton. Nothing for my feet an
little for my butt.
I was asked by the attendant if
this was my first bull ride. My
fearful blank expression prompted
some last minute instructions from
her. After the quick rundown of
the beast's probable behavior, and
the appropriate action to take to
counteract that behavior. I
managed to feeb1y raise a thumb to
signal my readiness (?)
I turned to look at my smiling
friends over my right shoulder. but
my returning smile was contorted
with fear as my ride suddenly
began, I lurched forward, sp~n
clockwise and was thrown back 10
the course of approximately five
seconds.
I felt the blood rush from my
face and stared straight ahead at
the violently changing picture.
My concern about pride, about
a test of athletic ability, faded as
mv butt began sliding side-to-side.

In the ensuing sect.ions,
however, with tinfoil removed, the
colorfully dressed dancers moved
robot-like to the eery music in a
large group; forming, despite the
individuality created by the
costumes ( of business man,
bohemian, and cowboy) a single
being. Mark Proctor danced with
expressive force as a bewildered
alien investigating the pack.
Larry Robertson's second
contribution to the program was
the "Concierti Pastorate," a
beautifully sensual dance that once
again highlighted the extraordinary abilities of Susan Duffy.
The patterns created by the
movements of the dancers, the
shades of green in their costumes,
and the patterns of light projected
on the stage formed images that
were visually exciting. This, in
conjunction with the music,
created a dance that was fluid and
erotic.
The final act entitled "Broadway
Extravaganza" choreographed by
Jean Mattox was a brief history of
dance on Broadway.
From the stiff poses of the turn
of the century's "Floradora" to the
rock-influenced 1978 Bob Fosse
musical "Dancin," the piece added
the final touch to the evening's
array of dance styles.

Student art jazzed up
By Marcia Brooks
The three-piece student jazz
band at the opening of the Student
Art Show on Tuesday complemented the enthusiastic mood of
gaHery-goers who viewed a very
impressive body of student works.
Stephen Wing, bassist for the
band, also won the "2D (2dimensional) Best in Show and the
"Winifred Clark Shaw Purchase
Award"for his untitled lithograph,
that as Wing said, "speaks for
itself." Most prestigeous a ward
presented by the Art Department,
the .. Winifred Clark Shaw
Purchase Award," allows Shaw to
buy the piece for $ JOO, and in ten
years, the work will become part of
the University Gallery's permanent
collection. Shaw will present
another purchase award at the
BF A Show in May.
Mark Ruddy's, Volume in
Motion, a bronze sculpture, won
the "3D Best in Show" award.
Betsy Garand won the "2D
Second in Show" award, for her
most recent oil painting, Emerging
Forms. Garand has been using the
same subject for the past year,
dealing with th'e form and
structure of three small, dead
birds. Garand says, "I want to
convey certain aspects of the birds
through formal elements in two
dimensions: specifically, their
internal structure, the fact that

the smooth leather failing to grip
the seat of my pants.
My riding time was ~ot ~early as
important as my landmg place, as
the pain of my fingers being pulled
from their sockets reached my
brain. All these things became
relatively unimportant as I
suddenly became detached from
my mount. ,
Sitting on the mat for a mome~t,
I made sure all my bones were m
their proper place and I slinked off
away from the blinding spotlight
that poured on the center arena. I
ordered another cheap drink and
thanked my stars that mud
wrestling had faded from the
public eye.

they are embryonic forms
representing the death of a living
organism, and other psychological
issues."
Win.ner of the "3D Second
Show" award, Guy Livolsi, says of
his piece Ulmus-Americanus-·
Prunus,;'l want to convey the
theme Man vs. nature. I take
wood, from its natural state and
refine it--- finish it to a tee. To
make my work stand for the
destruction of nature, I leave
chain-saw marks and scratches. I
want people to realize that nature
is being destroyed. I use nature for
the cause of nature."
Livolsi's piece, topped with
bronze glass, functions as a table.
"Third in Show" awards were
presented to Anne Weber for her
watercolor painting, Place des
Bosges, Paris, and to Lydia Staab
for her untitled colored pencil
drawing.
Lawrence A. Devito, for his
lithograph, Sandpit, and Ellen
Dutra, for her drawing, Sleep,
won Honorable Mention awards.
In its entirety, the Student
Art · Show is on display through
Monday, April sixth, from 9 to
midnight. The students' efforts
deserve to be rewarded with our
time and attention.

film
food
music
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theatre
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overheard about five p-eople at a
party say "Every song on this
album is SO good" It's true that
every song does have a good
melodic hook to it, but the
•
,,
.. •
~1llworker, and the, title cu~, production is so orchestral that
wntten by ..The Ba!1d ~ Robbie much of REO's rock'n roll talents
th d A way , 1·t•s nice to
Robertson. Evangehne
b dalso are smo ere . ny
. h h was
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e troopers break through
wit t e an on
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h certain y
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voice oe~.Just1ce t<;> t ~~ an a 11 t e
8 _ The Clash-.. Sandinista" _This
album has been around as an
f
songs on Eva~gehne. "
_4. ~teve Wmwood~ :',re O a import for quite a while, but was
D1v~r - As the dnv1~g force only recently released in the U.S.
behmd t~e Sp~ncer Davis ~roup Thanks for letting us in on it, fellas,
· an 1·mportant
and Traffic,. Wmwood
,, b ecause th·1s 1s
M
,
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It ontains a variance of
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"Gimme Some Lovm' " and a u_m.
th· h" musical styles me 1u mg reggae,
,, w·th
p
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1
and straight
surf-music,
gospel
is
is
.
ages.
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second s~lo a~~um, he continue~ to ahe4d ~ock. It also contains a basic
prove his _ab1ht~ as a songwnter message that has been around for
and ~ocahst. Wm wood. plays all quite a while - people must be free.
the !nstruments which _may Not a very radical concept, but
contnbute to the so~et1mes currently no one mixes music and
keyboard-heavy p~oduct1on, but olitics better than the Clash.
for the most part this album moves P 9 _ Warren Zevon -"Stand in the
~awlessly and gra~efully - much Fire,, _ Rolling Stone called this
.. the best live album since Neil
,,
hke the ~re of _a J?.iver.
5. Phzl Col/ms- Fa_ce Value .- Young's 'Live Rust.'" True story.
The char~cter of this album 1s Zevon sings with an intensity that
studi· o work , and
The far surpasses h·s
side one, track three.
found. on
1
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"B h. d h L"
song is e m t e me~, an ca~ hi" h ck u band is tight as a drum.
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a
also be found on Genesis "Duke
album. Instead of a barrage of · IO Elvis Costello- "Trust" - It
synthesizers, we have the Earth, seems one of rock's bad boys is
Wind, and Fire horn section, and mellowing out. Judging from
an arrangement so funky it could concert reviews and Costello's
make the Pope dance. Collins steps recent appearance on the
out of his role as Genesis' Tomorrow show, he has stopped
drummer/ lead vocalist role to offending and started befriending
produce a suprisingly hot album. his audience. He'll surely make
6. Garland Jeffreys-"Escape new friends with this album. Long
Artist" - Long a favorite of critics known for showing the dark side of
but not the record buying public, love, Costello brightens up on
Jeffreys . is one of the most
underrated talents in rock'n roll. "Trust. "The vocals are rangier, the
He writes with a social arrangements very diverse, and
consciousness met only by few in from a .. Whisper to a Scream" has
today's music, and sings with a even been heard on AM radio,
frenzy and emotion in the league of radio. Is this for real? Can we trust
Petty, Springsteen and Daltrey. Elvis Costello?
At the time of this writing, a
There is a possible hit single here
with the remake of "96 Tears,"and Who album just hit the stores,
let's hope it breaks, for Garland Tom Petty was trying to get his out
of the courtroom, and the Rolling
Jeffrey's time has come.
7. REO Speedwagon-"Hi- Stones were recording in Paris.
Infidelity" - It is very easy to see Musically, 1981 is shaping up very
why this album is so popular. I well.

Gaffne y's picks

skirts (a pleasant change from By John Gaffney
By Martha Thomas and
Durham's usual thigh-sporting
Three months into 1981, record
David Elliott
polyester waitress uniforms) were buyers have been blessed with
Up until a few weeks ago, if you
cheerful and prompt.
many new album releases. The
wanted a dinner on the town in
After sampling the bread, we Christmas rush is long over, so it's
Durham, there was a wide range of
were served our salad. The time to sort through the
pizza parlors to choose from.
standard "house salad" was unnecessary greatest hits and live
Burgers and fries or deli subs
spruced up by a cluster of olives packages, and pick out some of the
provided sustenance for those low
and nearly a whole tomato. The more interesting releases of the
on cash, and The New England
vinaigrette dressing added the year's first quarter.
Center's pine-boughed glory was
proper Italian flair.
I. Outlaws-"Ghost Riders" reserved for those weekends when
spaghetti Produced by frontmen Hughie
The clam-sauced
Mom and Dad were in tQwn or had
came next. The healthy portion, Thomasson and Billy Jones, this
sent you a little more than you
which we split (there was enough album marks a return to the crisp
needed for your calculus books.
there for an entire meal), consisted and tasty guitar attack which had
Del Rossi's, the new Italian
of nice long strings of spaghetti in a been lost on the Outlaws last three
restaurant in Durham, whose
menu is a slightly fancier version of thin sauce laden with little chu-nks albums. All the songs are very
melodic and the title track is one of
the tomatoes and -cheese of the Tin , of clam.
the more interesting interpretaPalace, but whose dimly-lit,
We put the bread to good use, tions of the Stan Jones classic.
stucco-walled interior, provides
using it to sop up the remaining .. Ghost Riders" is not on the level
the lingering dining atmosphere
of their epic debut album, but it is a
that was formerly found only sauce.
Our next course, Veal Marsala, welcome improvement for the
outside of Durham. For those of us
was served under a blanket of Outlaws.
without cars, such meals were at
mushrooms resting with a side
2. Nicolette Larsen-"Radi•othe mercy of Kari-van schedules.
portion of spaghetti in a meatless land" - Nicolette's first album was
According to restaurant
a lot of fun, but with her second
Manager Kevin Fitzgibbon, Del tomato sauce.
The quality of the slice of veal album, and this her latest effort,
Rossi's .. fills the niche between the
Tin Palace and the New England was disguised by the layer of her talent is beginning to wear a
Center." Fitzgibbon saw a need for breading, but again, the portion • little thin. The song selection is
good; mostly funky with the
a specialty restaurant in Durham, was hearty.
The dishes that we sampled at exception of Lowell George's
and .. everyone likes Italian food,"
' DelRossi's were a little bland; the .. Long Distance Love," and the
he said.
The atmosphere, stucco walls, chef should not have been so back-up band composed mainly of
The Doobie Brothers, compliand dark beamed ceiling restrained with the spices.
Dessert was the highlight of our ments Ted Templeman's slick
supported bv columns adorned by
bunches of hanging plastic grapes, meal. A small pot of espresso production. However, Larsen's
(cappucino will soon be offered voice does not shine through as the
made us long for Italy.
The menu was varied and too) was acompanied by spumoni main attraction. If you're
reasonably priced. After a moment and a dish of Ba-Ba a Rhum balls, considering buying this album,
of indecision, we settled on little round · cakes doused in rum. shuffle down to the R rack and
Insalate a duo, (salad for two), The rum balls, this week's dessert pick out Bonnie Raitt or Linda
Spaghetti with white clam sauce, special, packed quite a buzz, the Ronstadt.
3. Emmy/au Harrisand Veal Marsala. We asked for light-handed dinner chef must
two glasses of water and ordered a have had nothing to do with "Evangeline" - If your taste in
glass of Gallo .Rose from the rationing the rum for this dessert. female vocalists run along more
The food lacked excitement but countryish lines, this is the album
handsome plastic wine dispenser
was well worth the price; Del for you. Harris may well be the
that we'd spotted on entry.
The waitress, a friendly young Rossi's is perhaps suffering from most skillful of American female
woman who we'd seen around growing pains. The future will vocalists. Her voice covers each ·
campus, memorized our order, bring music in the dining room, song like fine silk, and she even
cappucino, and an afternoon enlists Dolly Parton and Linda
much to our astonishment.
The waitresses, in flowered · coffee hour from 2-4, featuring Ronstadt for assistance on some
tracks. The best cuts are
peasant blouses and ~atching_blue cannoli.

MUSO FII~M SOCIE TY
presents

SEABROOK NUKE

A Foreign Classic

r:~:,

~=~ ·

'
~

OF -THE

..:~NUKE
burns money
it

,

SPIRIT S''

~

_J
Available at Campus Copy

A · spectacula r dream-like film
in which the central character
is · confused by doubts,
fantasies, and· childhood fears.

SUNDA Y, APRIi~ 5TI-I
7 & 9:30 P.1\1.
Strafford Room, MUB

$5.00 each ***For every T-shirt
sold, we will donate $1.00 to the
Seacoast Clamshel l Alliance
(offer also good on Durham
T- shirts).
Campus Copy, Durham
your resume headquar ters

868-2450
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AT 6:55 & 9:00
SUN 6:15 & 8:15
MATS SAT & SUN
1:00 & 3:00

29 Congress St., M~rllet Squue

Portsmouth ••••••• 43~5618
A RECORD STORE TO ENJOY

GODA D

EveryMan
ForHim.sel
ISABELLE HUPPERT
JACQUES OUTRONC
NATHALIE BAYE

THE
BOOBETTES
Wednesday,
April 1
through
Saturday
April 4 ,
8:30 pm until

N-0-W
6:45 & 9:00
SUN 6:15 & 8:15
MATS SAT & SUN
12: l;j & :~:00

NO COVER!

Wildwoodl
oun~

-PRICES-

F.&S. EVE. $1 .25 F. $2.50

~,1He~R 90• F. $1.80

CINE 1·2·3·4·5·6

at the new england center
,trafford avenue, durham, n.h. (603) s62-zs1s .

NEWINGTON MALL 431-4200

$25,000

SAE
SPRING FEST

TO: ALL PRESIDENTS OF RECOGNIZED
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
FROM: PROGRAMMING FUND
ORGANIZATION
If you currently use or wish to use next year money from the
Prgoramming Fund ($25,000) to fund your organizations' activities,
then you should attend the first annual meeting in McConnell Hall,
Room 310 qn Sunday, April 5th at 7:30 p.m.
At this meeting you will approve the constitution and elect officers. You
or your dcsignee's presence is essential for insuring you obtain funds
next year.

28 Madbury Rd.
April 10th & 11th
4:00 p.n1. to 1:00 a.n1.

CONCEr•T
The purpose of the Programming Fund Organization is to serve the needs of
the non-SAF recognized organizations at the University of New Hampshire.
The primary responsibility of the PFO will be the administration of the SA F Programming Fund. Furthermore, the PFO will seek to increase the visihility.
activity. and professionalism of member organizations. The membership of the
PFO is open to any recognized student organizations.

REFRESHMENTS SERVED
BUDGET
Income
SAF
Expenses
Programming Fund
Advertising
Office Supplies
Capital Equipment
Desk and chair
File Cabinet
Typewriter

Brothers and guests invited
Tickets available from any brother
.
$1.00 donation
Positive ID Required

· Salary
Business Manager

' ..
'

-···---·,

.

·-··,.

$26,300.00
$26,300.00
$26,300.00
$25;000.00
200.00
200.00
600.00
$200.00
100.00
300.00
300.00
300.00
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Sea Gran t
continued from page three

~Don't TypeYourResume'
Have It Type set.
I'll phototypes et your resume, have it copied even help you set it up. Phototypes etting produces a
high-qualit y original far su1Serior to a typewriter or a
word-proce ssor - yours won't be just another
resume.

...

Same-day service available.

Subcommittee which handles searelated issues.
Corell said that federal funding
was the only "agent" that marine
industries had for conducting
developmental research. Because
marine industries are decentralized
and relatively small "they can't
afford research," Corell said,
"That is a place for Government
participation. "
In his opening statement to the
Subcommitt ee, Congressma n
D'Amours said, "The Heritage
Foundation, the Conservative .
Think tank that provided many

recommenda tions to President·
Reagan, strongly supports Sea
Grant."
D'Amours called for an annual
10% increase in Sea Grant
FundinJ?; for the next five years.
Corell said that he is "guardedly ·
optimistic" that the actmm1stration 's proposed cuts will not
pass the House.
"Guarded because decisions
haven't been made and there's a
lonp; wav to _go, "Corell said, "and
optimistic because three
committees recommended that
Sea Grant be restored ."

,...

UiE

Call 431-7093
..Ill

-

Jlledlcal School
Tampico, Mexico

For the medical student who seeks an excellent education - Noreste. the Quality
School of Medicine in Mexico offers a record of proven accomplishment.

1. Four year Mexican
Medical School with a
U.S style curriculum .
Featuring small classes. English
Language Textbooks . and First
Semester Exams in English .
2. H.E.W. & V.A
Approved Loans
3. W.H.O. Listing

Hours: 3:00-12: 00 am weekday s
3:00 pm-6:00 am weekend s (alt.night )

882-2293

J

4. A policy permitting transfer
to U.S. Medical Schools .
5. Supervised Clerkship
Programs in U.S. Hospitals.
Students participate in
5th Pathway Programs .
&. Several Hundred
Americans Attending
For further information :

• 100% FLEX pus rall
* 90% pus rall on ECFMG Int by 1111 7111 SlffllSW
• 20% transte~ rall Into U,S. fflldlcal colllgn by 1111 end of 11112nd year
We invite motivated, well-prepared U.S. pre-med students to apply. Terms begin
January and August. U.S. enrollment limited .

Onlveralclacl Del Noreate
Office of Admissions -Noreste
120 East 41st Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

"some one to talk to·H

(212) 5946589

7'!UJ.17th Avenue
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11214

(212) 232-3784

MU SO I~E CTU RE SER IES
presen ts

·WII ~I~I AM 6EI ~K X-HO STAG E

One of the 52 .Amer icans
taken hostag e in Iran,
Willia m Belk will give insigh t
into the ordeal , comin g home,
and the impac t of the Irania n crisis
on Amer icans
- todav.
.;

TUE SDA Y APR Ii~
8:00 PM

7TI- I

GRA -NIT E STA TE ROO M,

MU B
Free Adm issio n to Stud ents
S2.50 Non- Stude nts

Tickets must be obtained
at the MUB Ticket Office
One per UNH 1.0.

J~

f',,

,r,- iF,, ;<

,,

r , ir•v

.. - - ··-- - ----•""

e· g19,1

1.1<.:

~' 9!1'..~

..._A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_for_R_e_nt__J

CLASSIFIED

[tJ

H_O_R,:..T--ON_/_K_A_T_Z_,_c_a_n_d_i_d-at_e_s_f_o_r_S_t_u_d_e_n_t
Bo.dy President - Vice President want to
hear from YOU! Let them know about your
concerns, comments and complaints .
Drop them into their suggestion box.
Student Activities Office, Bottom Floor,
MUB .
VOTE!! NAGY-TURNER in the upcoming
elections. Qualified Candidates for
Student Body President _ Student Body
Vice President. Elections April 7th, 8th.
4/ 7

Handi-person, 1-3 hours per week.
House / lawn cleaning . Very near
Portsmouth -Middle/ Miller St. Karivan
stop. Must be available through most of ·
the summer. Phone 868-2914 after 6 .

Summer Sublet - completely furnished 2story apt. - maximum 3 people - walking
distance to campus_ - Call: 868 - 1292

SPEAKERS: JENSEN LS-4 3 -way speaker
system . 10" Woofer, 3 " Midrange, 1"
Tweeter . Frequency Response 30-20000
Hz . Handle 60 Watts continuous .
Excellent condition . Call Mark at 8623429 on or off campus phone . 4 / 7

Need a summer job? Now is the time to
become an independant Shaklee
distributor. Part-time or full time, rewards
are excellent--including a bonus car . Visit
us on April 9th at the MUB " Health Fair"
or call evenings 742 -6091 . 4/7

4 / 10
Downtown Durham· Sublet - 2 bedroom
apt. for 4 people, $115 each. · Plus
electricity. Downstairs Kitchen, living
room and bathroom , Upstairs bedrooms.
Parking spaces. Available June 1st. For
more info. Call Lynne or Nancy 868-9791 .

Sue L - 1 had an excellent time last
Satu rd ay nite. Hope you are psyched for
Friday. Love Dave 4 / 3
GAY COFFEEHOUSE We are having an
informal coffeehouse open to all men and
women, gay or straight. Its a chance to
meet and talk with others, play games, or
listen to music in a relaxed environment.
Bring guitars, tapes, backgammon,
munchies, or soft drinks if you like and
just feel comfortable being yourself. Drop
in for a few minutes or a few hours. This
Friday, April 3, 8:00-10:00 PM, Philip
Hale Room, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness.

Clarion in -dash AM / FM Cassette Stereo.
1981 Summer Employment - Launch
COMMUTERS - vote Horton / Katz for
Model PE -666A. Automatic reverse . 4 Operator-Steward for local yacht club .
·student Body President and Vice
track,
2-channel. 2 Audiovox Tryvox -20
Weekends May 22 - June 14; Full time
President.
April 7 and 8. Vote for 4 / 3
speakers go with it. System will take 4
,. June 19 - Sept. 7; weekends Sept. 11 experience . Vote for the Best. 4/ 3
speakers . $275 for the Package . Call 692Oct.
1
2.
Must
be
at
least
18
years
old
and
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 bedrooms, living
Movie nights at the FRANKLIN
4772 weekdays 6-9 p.m . Weekends 9
room, kitchen, bathroom, Move in June 1; have some boating experience; coast
a.m .-9 p.m .
Gaynoc, You're the best big brother ever! I BALLROOM continue. Sundays thru
guard registration diserable; EOE / MF.
located on Bagdad Rd., 4 min . walk from
Wednesdays
watch FRANKLIN's ,
couldn 't live without you . Love Thimby
Call 868-5056 after 6 p.m . 4/7
Downtown. $400.00 w / 4 people . It will
marquee for the latest films, shown twice
4/ 3
Marlux Model 2000 Dolby Cassette Deck
be partially furnished. For more info call
each evening at 7:30 & 9:30. Open to all
(Same as Advent 2000) Walnut Case,
Mike (430) or Stew (435) at 2 -2377 or OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer / year round .
ages. Enjoy a good movie with your
Piano Key controls . Will take regular or
. 868-9744 4 / 17
Don't think just because you 're 1500 favorite beverage at the FRANKLIN
Europe, S. Amer ., Australia, Asia . All
chromium dioxide tapes . Headphone &
miles away you don't get a p~rsonal for BALLROOM . 868-5164. 4 / 3
fields. $500- $1200 monthly . Sightmike jacks, hardly used . $ 1OG>.. Call
your birthday - here it is! Are you "so
Duplex for rent in Dover near Kari -van . seeing . Free info. Write IJC Box 52 -NH 1
weekdays 6 p.m. -9 p.m . or Weekends 9
excited " ! Have a happy one and keep a
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625 4 / 17
Special deal for students looking for
a.m.-9 p.m. 692-4772 4 / 3
smile on your face . Love, Directional Gyro To the sisters & pledges of Chi Omega,
housing next year. Take this 5 bedroom
We are looking forward to some good
4/ 3
apt . now at $300.00 per month for April &
times on Saturday. The Brothers and
VIKING CRUISES
is accepting ,
Sansui QS-500 Rear Amplifier (to make
May and that will give you 2 months to applications (thru 4 / 16) for summer
pledges of Sigma Beta . 4 / 3
2-channel system into 4-channel) Jacks
find room ates for June when normal rent
BASEBALL -- The season opens next
employment. Need crew, bartenders,
for one 2-channel and one 4-channel tape
$600.00 begins. Call collect 207 -646week and to celebrate the MUB PUB
office & galley help. Apply in person , (M-F,
deck and 4 speakers. 33 watts continuous
2249 evenings after 8:00 4 / 3
CLUB will be having its Annual Baseball To my dearest Michael, late night
9:00-3 :00). Viking Dock, Market Street.
power at 8 ohms from 20-40,000HZ.
night . Come dressed to support your cravings, x-mas break, New Years Eve,
Portsmouth. 4 / 7
Whainut Finish $175 Call 692-4772
Durham Apt . For Rent : Available June
favorite team . Tickets to the Red Sox and "America's Greatest Hits," "Uhm, lets
1st; Fall option; K-van stops in front; Right
weekdays 6 p.m.-9 p.m . Weekends 9
LP's will be awarded to the best. Sunday see, where were we?", "Amie", 4:00a.m .
off Rte 108-3 miles from campus; 2 1981 Summer College Work-Study
a.m.-9 p.m .
night April 5. Bring along baseball related pledge raids, "Afternoon Delight",
$29.39 Phone Bill (you're worth every
Bathrooms, 2 large bedrooms, large liv[ng Positions available for eligible students,
items.
penny) Happy 6! Love always, Amy. 4 / 3
room kitchen. $485/ month; all utilities working in the Financial Aid Office :
TEAL 7" Reel-to-Reel. Model A-4010SL.
1
.
Accounting
Clerk,
no
typing,
except electric; call Chris or Jeanine at
3 Motor . 4 Head. Dual speed capsta11
RED SOX TICKETS - Thats the Grand Prize
$3.65 / hour
659-6188 4 / 3
motor . Records at 7 1 / 2 IPS or 3 3 / 4 IPS.
at the Annual MUB PUB CLUB Baseball To my Big Sister jean - You are such a
2. Guaranteed Student Loan Program
Freq. response 30-22,000 HZ remote
Night. Come dressed to support your sweetie! I know that you will make AZ so
Assistant, minimal typing, $3.75/ hr.
control Jack . $425 Call 692-4772 .
Summer Sublet with option for Fall 3. Assistant to Department Secretary,
favorite baseball team. Tickets & LP's will much more special to me. Love ya lots Weekdays 6-9 p.m. weekends 9 a.m .-9
Semester. Looking for 1 female to rent good typing, $3.65 / hr.
be awarded to the best . Sunday night, Laurie . P.S. Thanks for the Big Wheels!
Apartment in Crescent mHouse. $127.50 - 4. Records Clerk, no typing, $3.50/hour.
p.m.
April 5, A MUSO Production .
per month . Includes Heat, HW, fully 5. College
EUROPE!! Summer Biking and Hiking .
Work-Study Program
carpeted and panneled . Practically Assistant . no typing, $3.50/ hr .
YAMAHA XC 500 2 Cylinder , 4 stroke,
To the mean, rotten foxes in 232. I know Thinking of going? Already been? I am in
furnish . Great Roomates . Located at 37 • These jobs can provide references and
Dual Carbs, Disc front Drum Rear. Phone
your type - men's tea, meat ma ~ket, take need of biking information. maps, youth
Madbury Road , Durham Call 868-5954 can be valuable to a resume . Call us at
868-1644 6 -7 p.m. $800 negotiable. 4/7
advantage of all the guys. Just wait till my hostel and all around experienced advise.
anytime. 4 / 7
Need a travelling campion for awhile?
862-3600 or visit 207 Thompson Hall if
party. One drunk mouse. 4 / 3
. High perfomance bicycle, Vista Silver
Leaving post graduation returning when
you are interested and eligible for 1981
Shadow,
Shimano
600
Components,
25"
broke.
Call Scott 742-9952 4 / 3
Summer sublet - 2 bedrooms (one double, Summer College Work-Study . 4 / 10
50% Off Eastern Airlines Coupon for a
Chrome
moly
double
butted
frame,
Araya
one single) on the Oyster River, cool in
Rims, $250 Firm . 692 -5275 before 5 p.m .
one-way trip to Los Angeles, San
summer, quiet, large living room, bath, WANTED : Large percentage of student
Francisco. Valid through June 1st. Call M -- Happy 21st Birthday to my "favorite
4/7
kitchen , parking space, 5 minute bike body to turn out on election day and vote
nights Ask for Doug 868-9744, 2 -2773 . customer. " Celebrate all weekend, and
from campus . Non-smokers, $ 110/
remember, dinner Monday at my place.-for HORTON / KATZ for Student Body
4/7
For sale : Pioneer Cassette deck w / AM month per person , contact Cory, Patty or President - Vice President. April 7 & 8. No
S
FM
radio
and
Pam 868 -5207 4/7
two
ts-164
coaxial 2-way
salary, but you will be rewarded by having
Do you need Granola to get you going in
To
my
little
sister,
speakers.
Kelly
$200.
You
're
Call-Sue
the
best!
868
1627
the BEST leadership in Student
Get psyched for lots of wild times pledging the morning? Do you wither away without
Newmarket - One & two bedroom apts. for G_overnment. 4 / 3
your morning jog? Enjoy skating, yoga,
AZ. Go nuts! Love , your big sis, Cheryl.
1975 Honda Cf360motorcycle . Excellent
rent. Completely renovated . Off-street
weights, and natural foods? T_hen Sackett
4/7
condition , new tires and battery. Cheap,
parking . On Kari -Van Route . Lease and
house is for you . For information call 862dependable, fun summer transportation .
Security deposit required. Call 659 -5398
1909 or 868 -9684 ask for Diane . or
R8pas
ask for Jancie. 4 / 10
$600 or bestoffer . Also will trade for
SUZY F. To the best co I could have asked Lesley. 4 / 3
for. Our discussion group at Camp will be
comparable enduro bike . 4 / 10
The U.N.H. Simulation Games Club is
REDUCE STRESS - A 6 week course
the best. Rocket . 4 / 3
Summer sublet, Main St ., D"u rham .
holding a spring games festival on April 4
begi_ns Tues . April 7th 9 :30-11 a.m . at the
For Sale: 74 Honda CB -360. New tires,
$525 / month . 3 Bedroom apt . for 4
& 5 in the MUB. Games featured are
Mill Pond Cent er, Durham, for those
pipes,
Corkle
chain
thanks
,
people. Available June 1st. For more
sprokets
for
the
&
more
ring
.
dings
only
$675
But
dungeons & dragons, traveller, board
dealing with headaches, backaches and
including
why
no
words?
windjamer
info., call 868-1741 . 4/7
It's
been
fering
a
.
month
Call
Guy
.
Think
at
games,
minitures (many), and others. All
other stress related symptoms. Learn
we could pass the time of day? Sorry interested people invited to attend . 4 / 3
868 - 1476 after 7 :00. 4 / 10
UNH only minutes away from this new 3 stress reduction techniques for yourself,
about th e card, but it was so perfect . Kind
MEDITERRANEAN CUISINE and
bdr. contem -cape on two very private family and friends . For more info. call
of m iss you - Bugs . 4 / 3
FOR SALE : Motobecane " No Made "
Entertainment at the annual International
acres . Assumable 12% mortgage!!! 868- 7073 . 4 / 3
Bicycle, 10-speed , 21 " frame ... SmithStudent Association 's dinner to be held at
$92,000. Call Seaside Properties 431- BACKACHES, HEADACHES, etc?Tension
Corona Courier CI T Manual Typewriter
Henry - to the bestest, most awesomest the Helm RE:staurant (Holiday Inn)
1056 or 436-n::>n . 4 / 14
Release and Relaxation Techniques . Also
mega -wicked intense big (?) brother a Portsmouth Saturday, April 11, 7 :30 pm .
(still under warranty) .. . Flourescent Desk
2 Bedroom Modern Apartment for rent . - Individual Counseling, Guided Imagery
pledgling
could hope for . " We are Fa - m i- Tickets $ 13.50 ISA members, $15 .00
Lamp
..
Call
:
Nitin
...
2
-2433,
868
-9887
and
Music.
Contact Joy Sarage M. Ed.
Available May 24th . Convenient-on Karilee" . I'm psyched to the max - let's go for non -members on sale at the MUB ticket
anytime after 6 p.m .
.
.
Van Route, 1 1 / 2 miles to campus. 868 - 1241 4 / 24
it! Dosvedanya . John . (That 's all the office. Watch for flyers and further details
Swimming pool, laundry facilities, DANCE Saturday April 4th 8-10 p. m .
in this paper. 4 / 7
·
NAVY BLUE NORTH FACE ANORAK - obnoxious cliches I could think of!) 4 / 3
$135 .00 each / month . Call 742-1088.
Come and enjoy a fun evening of Sacred
small , nylon poplin . Bougnt wrong size on
Dance, which are Circle Dances from
Lonely? Feel Neglected? Share a warm
At long last. your wait is over! Rooms are
sale
.
Why
& cant return . Paid $35 asking $30.
Shaklee?? By sure to visit us April
Greece, Yugoslavia, Isreal, Germany etc.
and intimate evening with recording
currently available at the lavish Convent
9th at the MUB "Health Fair ." You have
Great for Spring! Call Rebecca 862 - 1068,
that can be used to express harmony, Joy
artrist ... Songsmith James Durst at the
Estate in beautiful Newmarket. Come by
nothing to loose, and just maybe
868 -9754 rm . 311 4/7
& gratitude. All levels of ability welcome.
MUB PUB, Tuesday April 7th at 8 :00 p .m .
and see for yourself just how comfortable
something to gain . (or call Evenings 742 Further information call 868- 7073 . 4 / 3
your life could be. Benefits, too numerous
6091 ). 4 / 7
Sailboat
12'
O'Day
Widgeon
seats
four
to list . here, await you . Call now for a
"What Could I Do with A Major in
Call 742-6643 for Stereo and radio
mainsail, Jib, centerboard . New Tilt
viewing date . Darrel : 659-6228 or 659Psychology? " Check out the educational
repairs . Fast , efficient service at
Tha
FRANKLIN
Trailer
BALLROOM
.
$1250.
is
603
at
it
-778
again!
-7194
4
/
3
6378.4/ 3
and career opportunities available in
reasonable rates . 4 / 24
It o_ffers the best week -end entertainment
Psychology and related fields, Thursday.in the area for the 20 plus year olds. Every
Summer sublet needed. 2-3 bedrooms for
TYPING - Retire secretary . Experienced in
MED IT E R RAN EA N CU 1,Sf_DI--E / a n d
April 9 at 12 :30 pm in the Hillsborough
Thursday,
Friday,
and
Saturday
there
is
3 males within Rye-Hampton area, not
all types of term papers. Proficient in
Entertainment at the annuat1~µ,{ational
Room - MUB. Open to all interested
new wave and rock music. So, join the innecessarily beach vicinity. Running water
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc .
Student Association's dinner to'be held at
undergraduates . 4 / 7
crowd , go the the FRANKLIN BALLROOM
and toilet preferable. May 24-Sept. 1.
Located walking distance to campus .
the Helm Restaurnat (Holiday Inn)
this week -end and enjoy! Telephone 868Price negotiable . Call Tom at 868-9750 or
Reasonable rates . Prompt service. Call
Vote for the "WINNING TICKET" Vote
Portsmouth Saturday, April 11, 7:30 p.m.
5164. 4 / 3
·2-2173 .
Horton / Katz for Student Body President
Anita - 868- 7078: 20 Park Ct . Durham .
Tickets $13 .50 ISA members, $15 .00
5/ 8
::ind Vjce President. April 7 & 8.
non-members on sale at the MUB ticket
office. Watch for flyers and further details
AED members - We need your help at the
Little one, I will drink shots of J.D. in the
Got the thesis, dissertation or term paper
Red Cross Blood Drive, April 13-16, 10-3,
in this paper. 4 / 7
bathroom anytime! Watch out for hands
blues? Can't make head or tails out of all
___A_u_to_s_fo_r_Sa_i_e_
for a few hour only. Please call Holly at
feet and noses! Ohn no! no! no! Have you
your data and wondering if you ·· 11 have the
868-5199 if you can volunteer. 4 / 3
been mentally locked in? From another
required number of typed pages? Call
wild
child.
742 -6643 for fast and accurate typing;
1975 Volvo 244 DL 4 door s ~ 4- several typefaces available . 4 / 24
F_ound__
2 roomates needed for next year .. Fully
speed, P.S., P.B., Sunroof, bosch fog
furnished apartment - Strafford Manor - HEALTH FAIR-APRIL 9, Thurs, from 10
S30 REWARD for return of large, black
liQhts, air dam, jensen AM-FM-cassette Typing done in rr.y home : I B M Selectric
living room, Kitchen, two bedrooms. a.m. to 7 p.m. in the Granite State Room in
MONT BLANC FOUNTAIN PEN lost March
w / 4 spkt~rs, electronic antenna, new free
the MUB. Drop by for some exercise tips
Contact Sue 868-1627 4 / 3
27 on campus or at Tin Palace.
flow exhaust, block heater. Must sell.
and check out some belly dancing.
Sentimental Value. GARY WEISMAN 2Asking $3,200 or 8 .0 . Call David at 8684/ 3
Remember ...April 9.
1550 or 749-3683. No questions asked .
Attention Dance -A-Thon Dancers - one
1636 or leave number with Diane 302
week to turn in money from pledges or no
868-9742. 4 / 4
4/ 3
T-shirt! (They are in) To be given out at D- Sophia Sophronia Spriggs-Appreciated or
69VW bug with 70 engine . Very good
A -T party to be publicized in the near not, happy birthday and every best wish
body & paint; very good mechanical & FOR SALE: Assorted shirts, belts and rice .
prints from NEPAL . Reasonable .
future . Return money to Gia - Hetzel 314. for your 22nd year. You're stunning!tires . Easily passed inspection January
Andrew.
prices . Call Beth 749-2798
1981. Many new parts. $1,275 or best 4Reasonab1e
/2
offer . Call 749 - 1488. 4/7
MJ -l'm so psyched to be your big. HamSwinedog,
You
are
the
best
rommate
I
High Performance Bicycle, Vista, silver
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Smith's grame, cheap wine, Doritos and
ever had . T&S are still looking for the
shadow, shimano 600 - componants, 25"
J .O. 20 years of work you've finally
candy moochers, so look out . You also · "hitting the beach" was only the
70 Mercury Montego MX Brougham 4 frame . Chane Mony
Frame, Araya Rims
achieved. We bet by tomorrow you will be
beginning--just get ready for a great
make a pretty cute mole . Liver Lips,
door sedan . No rust; excellent c·o ndition . $250 Firm. 692-5275
Before 5 o.m dl'l
relieved
.
We
are
happy
and
for
the
reason
semester . I think you're the best! Love,
swinedog
germs, dirt bag, yes, you can
Easily passed inspection January 1981 . 2
we won 't lie . Because now we know
cuss with, the best of them! Love always, Claire
owner c,ir . 6 excellent tires . $750 or best GUITARS - Stringed Instrument Repairs .
someone who can buy. But what really we
Your swinedog roommate . 4 / 3
Guitar & Mandolin lessons. Will buy
offer . Call 749 - 1488. 4/7
Attention SENIORS : stay tuned for
would like to say is Happy Birthday from
stringed instruments in any condition .
information concerning SENIOR WEEK .
the
guys
on
2
-A.
Joeee.
Ken,
Wayne.
Pee
Used instruments for sale . Alan Ash 868 S.
To
You
give you a sneak preview: Wed. May
wear
green
on
St
.
Patrick
's
Day
Pee Pauli, Jeff,_Bob, Spaz, Mike, Gypsy,
1992 4 / 24
20- 'Great Pretenders' at the MUB; Thurs .
and give gifts on Christmas ...How do you
Mike, Matt, Briny, Bags, . The Generics,
May 21-Club Casino; Fri . May 22-during
celebrate when you tell someone that yo•J
ELMO -Last thursday night was THE best
The Nub1ans, Prep City, Bill, Brian, Bill ,
love them? I haven't cracked my knucklf,S the day there will be buses to the beach
night in my life. You're the GREATEST
Barry, Mike, and Becky-Betsy-Betty_
all
and.
day!
at night there is a possibility of
Love
always,
A.
4
/
3
BIG SISTER anyone could have. I'm really
Becky and Bitch . 4 / 3
EMPLOYMENT - Hidden Valley Boy Scou
renting out ·a rollerskating rink; and last
looking forward to thenext year and a half
Reservation, counselors needed: Rifit: and then some . Thanks for being there for
HORTON / KATZ, candidates for Student
Take your study break with a friend and
but not least, Sat. May 23 after the
Range Director, Archery Director, me when I needed you. Love Ya lots-your
Body President and Vice President. CARE!
hear the magical music of James Durst at
graduation rehearsal there will be a big
Provisional Scoutmaster; Pioneering, little sister-Gamasha.
Let them know about issues concerning
the MUB PUB on Tuesday, April 7th at
bash at Odiorne Point!! It should be a wild
Ecology Areas; Secretary. Volunteers also
you by dropping a note off in their
8:00 p.m.
week! See you there-Aloha 111 4/24
needed. Call Mike at 742-2570, leave Joe H. - I'm really glad we talked .. .About
suggestion box . Student Activities Office
Pelham People used to do it better. But
rum? Oh, no! Who have I befriended? I'm
Bottom Floor, MUB
·
message. 4 / 3
Stacy - Happy Happy! God only knows
you've gone slipping down hill and now
really serious about learning the fine art
what will end up happening this weekyou nowhere in my mind. So long but yeat
of liquors ...like the difference between
Upward Bound has several openings for
"What Could I do with A Major in so weak.
end but I'm sure your 21st birthday will be
Bacardi and Myers! Maybe some time, we
English?" Find qut with Prof. Janet
live-in tutor / counselors on campus this
a
blast.
Happy
Birthday!
DSR
.
4
/
3
can get together (but wait, I'm not that
summer. Job is full-time, seven weeks,
Aikens of the UNH English Dept. A you are nowhere in my mind. So long but
kind of girl!) Love-the girl who loves
·
work / study only . $3.75 per hour. Contact
presentation on the educational and yet so weak.
To the sisters of DZ - Congratulations on
sunsets.
career opportunities available for English Bob Lutz and Rick Nunes: Stop reading
Dan or Matt at 862-1563 4/7
OP and winning so many awards. We're
To all Parties involved: The residents of
majors. Tuesday, April 7 at 12 :30 p.m. in personals and get back to work . Signed,
so Proud! Now get psyched for the Pledge
Stoke 119 did not appreciate Commando
the Merrimack Room - MUB . Open to all you adoring sport editor.
Dance . Dancing on tables anyone? We
Raids, and general room trashing. on
undergraduates. 4 / 3
love you! 27 early birds.

4/ 3
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FINAL TWO WEEKS
SALE POSITIVEl.Y ENDS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15

·~~~-=---PARKAS & VESTS-------Good Selection of Down & Thinsulate Parkas All At
'
1/2 p . *
MEN'S PARKAS
r• ..
nee
;' ·-.
WOMEN'S PARKAS
Gerry Shadown - Goose Down
.
\
·,?~.
_
l
_
·
~
·
·
Gerry Serenity - Goose Down
Reg . $112 .50 SALE •56.25
\\
v1 ~ ---~ 1 ALL VESTS / 1
Reg. $124 .5oSALE •62.25
Gerry Richochet - Goose Down
20-50% OFF \ ( . ' I'
~•
Gerry High Noon - Goose Down
Reg . $117 .50 SALE ~58. 75
/~. ·+>,'.
Reg . $122 .50 SALE 861.25

LACROSSE
Date

,

!t::i

~

North Face Goose
· - Down Vest - Reg . $60 .00

\tJ
[

· ~-

NOW ONLY •36.00

SALE 859.50

Caribou Thinsulate Women 's Vest

Altra - Goose Down - Reg . $119 .50

ONLY 826.00 - ½ Off

A BARGAIN AT 860.00

NOW ONLY 855.00

Gerry Reversible Goose Down
Vest - Reg . $54 .50

North Face HooDoo - Thinsulate
Reg . $110 oo SALE 855.00

May

North Face HooDoo - Thinsulate
Reg . $120.00 SAVE •60.00
*Except Selected North Face Models

SALE •43.60

;!:

Apr.

Trailwise Inverness
Wool/Thinsulate - Reg . $119 .00

..

------OUTERWEAR-----~
Sierra Designs 60/ 40 Parkas
SALE •68.25
Reg $105.00
Woolnch Wool -Lined 60140 Parkas
SALE •60.00
Reg . $75 .oo
Outwest Fiber Fleece Pullover
NOW •33.60
Was $48 .oo

Woolrich Wool Pants

SAVE 25%
Sweaters

30%, 40% & 50% OFF
Down Booties

Woolrich Wool Knickers
SALE 827.97
Reg . $39 .95
Outdoor Gear Gore-Tex
Rain Parka - Reg. $85.00

SALE •68.00

NOW • 16.50 Sa~e • 1 1 .00

.-------WINTER CLOTHING------DuoFold Thermal Underwear

SXC PolyPro Thermal
Underwear - Was $16 .50

·sAVE 40%

Woolrich Wool Shirts

40% OFF

NOW ONLY •9.90

Women ·s Tops & Bottoms
were $10 .95 NOW ONLY •6.57
Men 's Tops - Were $12 .50

Woolrich Flannel Shirts

DuoFold Turtlenecks

40% OFF

40% OFF ONLY •-7.77

Woolrich Corduroy Shirts

Woolnch Chamois Shirts

NOW ONLY •7 .50

SAVE,SAVE,SAVE

Men·s Bottoms - Were $12 .15

Mens - •14~99 SAVE •7.01
womens - 813.99 SAVE •8.01

NOW ONLY •7 .29

40% OFF
SunBuster 65/35 Shirts - Reg. $22 .00

NOW ONLY •10.00

---------HATS,GLOVE S,SOCKS---~
Selections At 30%-40%-50%-60% - Even 70% Off .
Saranac Cross Country Mitts
R~g . $18 .00 NOW • 10.80
Kombi Cross Country Gloves
Reg . $19 .95 NOW •1 t.97

Hats - Reg . $2. 95 to $13 .50

Kombi Downhill Skt Mitts

70% Off ONLY

•a.as

Kombi Children 's Mitts
Reg . $7 .so ONLY •4.50

Rossignol Caribou AR
Reg . $95.oo SALE •4 7 .50
Jarvinen Step - Reg . $70.00

Trak Marathon

SALE •35.00

ONLY 844.00 60% Off
ONLY •42.00 60% Off

--------CROSS COUNTRY SKIS------~
Trucker Mountain Touring
IN U ED
CONT
Asnes Turlangrenn - Classic Wood
Rossignol Horizon
Reg $89.QQ SALE •44.50
Rossignol Touring
Reg $78 .00 SALE •39.00

I

Reg . s110.oo SALE •55.00
Asnes Marka - Reg . $60 .00

•

Reg . $110.00 SALE ·55.00
Bergans Junior - Reg . $72 .50

ONLY •29.00

SALE •30.00

CROSS COUNTRY BOOTS
Alpina Racing 8•oots

~est Quality Norwegian
Leather Boots - Reg . $77.00

NOW ONLY 23.00
50% Off

ONLY •38.50
OTHER GREAT BOOT VALUES
• l 9 95
•
Dinsporl · JUST

BINDINGS and POLES
30-40% OFF

ONLY • t 3.00 SAVE ½

Just A Few Left

JUST •ta.oo

Mother Lode 2- Piece Suits
Reg $~9 .95 ONLY •23.90
SXC 1-Piece Knicker Su its

ONLY •39.75 50% Off
SLEEPING BAG
Twin Peaks Expedition
PolarGuard - 15°F - Reg . $118 .50
Twtn Peaks Tri- Season
PolarGuard - 20°F
Reg . $100 SALE •79.50
Camp 7 Symmersau lt
PolarGuard - 30°F
Good General Purpose Bag
Reg . $1 1_0 SALE •89.95

V/.S4•

SunBuster Poplin Knickers

BEST BUY

ALSO 9 18.00

Odlo Stretch
Nylon Knic ke rs

Woolrich Corduroy KnicKer s
Reg . $39.95

•17.97

NOW ONLY •23.97
TENTS

Sierra Designs AirFlex
2 Person - Reg. $294 .00

SALE •235.00
Jan Sport Trail Dome
3 Person - Reg . $299 .00
SALE •25s.oo

All Snowshoes
By Sherpa & Vermont Tubbs

40% OFF

-

Knicker Socks ½ Price
Pullovers ½ Price

Odlo Stretch Nyion Bib Knickers

Spectrum Jackets - Old Style

ONLY •7.15 70% Off

Beckett quoted a banner hanging
in the lobby of the Peking Hotel. It
read: "We have friends all over the
world." He said that their attitude
was one of friendship for people all
over the world, ~nd "it's just the
goddamn governments that get in
the way." He said, "I didn't detect
any animosity."
Presently, courses in the Chinese
language are not offered here at
UNH, and he feels that there
should be more than just Chinese
history courses on the curriculum.
The lecture was entitled:
" Wester·ner Learns Little About
China." Prof. John Beckett
modestly ~grees.

Barrecrafters Ski Racks

SAVE 30 - 70%

ONLY •9;60 60% Off

China

JUST •t4.96

CROSS COUNTRY CLOTHING - - - Spectrum Knickers · Old, Style

College World Serles •

Swedish Ski Rack

Ronson Waxing Torch
Reg . $10 .50 NOW 84.99
K!ister Wax - 1 ¢ SALE

40% Off

5

Bamboo Poles

Trak Junior Boots

NOW ONLY •29.70

une

ONLY •t6.50
SKI RACKS
25% OFF

Buy Now For Next Year

Haugen Appalachian

ar. 13-22 Sanford Baseball Classic
@ Sanford, FL (R.I. College
Mlllersvllle, Salem St.,
Mansfleld St., Iona, UNH)
2 . @ Sprlngfleld (2)
Apr.
PROVIDENCE (2)
7
@ Northeastern (1)
9
HOLY CROSS (-2)
12
COLBY (2)
14
MASSACHUSETTS (2)
16
@ Rhode Island (2)
18
@ Dartmouth (2)
21
FAIRFIELD (2)
25
MAINE (2)
28
@ Vermont (2)
2
May
PLYMOUTH (2)
4
@ Boston College (1)
7
@ Connecticut (2)
9
15-17 New England Playoffs
21-24 NCAA Playoffs

continued from page two

l\uusisto Neverwax

ONLY •39.00

Opponent

ate

Acorn Slipper Socks
Reg . $18 .so SALE •12.95

Tremendous Selection of Closeouts At ½ Price
Trak Rallye - OmniTrak Base
Reg $95 .00 SALE •4 7 .50
Kneissi Touring 35
Reg $90 .00 SALE •45.00

BASEBALL

FROM •1 - •6

- - - -. CROSS COUNTRY -S K I S - - -.....
Elan W's & T's - Reg. $90 .00

@ Morgar, State
@ Washington & Lee
@Virginia

@ Delaware
18
28-29 Loyola Tournament@
Baltimore, MD (Maryland,
Bucknell, Loyola, -UNH)
BOSTON COLLEGE
5
CONNECTICUT
8
@Brown
20
@ Harvard
22
@ Massachusetts
25
@ Dartmouth
28
VERMONT
1
BOWDOIN
5
@ Middlebury
9
MASSACHUSETTS
13
ALUMNI
16

1

Caribou Ivy - Thinsulate
9
Reg . $73 oo ONLY 36.50
North Face Larkspur
120 ·00
Factory Seco nd s - Reg . $

Opponent

ar. 13
15
17

HIKING BOOTS---Vasque Venturer - Reg . $92 .00

Vasque Walking Shoe High

Reg . $66 SALE 9 49.00
Vasque Wal ki ng Shoe Low
Vasque Cascade Me~s - Reg . $90
Reg . $59 SALE •3~.00
SALE •78.00
All Quoddy
Vasque Cascade Women 's
Moccasins
Reg. $84 SALE •7 t .00
% Off
Vasque Explorer Men 's
40
Reg. $76 SALL •64.50
Gasque Explorer V-. . -~n ·s
Sorel Boots
Reg . $71 SALE •~9.00
40% Off

SALE •79.00

lllildtrntss Crails
.

Hampshire 03824
Pettee Br:oo_k Lane-• Durham;
.
. New

FACULTY ...
Are you CONSULTING?
Can we assist with
your clerical and
administrative
work?
Typing
Telephone Answerino
and other · CLIENT-DEFINED

Services

CONSULTANTS'
SERVICES
Pat Lindsey
868-1104 { 8am-5pm)
1 7 Madbury Road # 3
Du.Pham, NH 03824 , , c·

,l~

Anyone interested

Laxwomen how to Yale, 8-6
By Sue Valenza
The UNH women's lacrosse
team's record dropped to 1-1 after
an 8-6 loss to Yale University
Wednesday. Junior tri-captain and
attacker Carla Hesler brought the
Wildcats to within two a( the
beginning of the second half.
UNH's struggling offense could
muster only a single first stanza
tally (compliments of Hesler) to
Yale's four.
Kristen Thronson and
Jennifer Spaeth were top guns for
· the Bulldogs in the early going
while a pair of goals from Stacey
· DiCiccio shut down improved
Wildcat offensive advances in the
second half of the contest.
In that stanza, Hesler notched
her fourth and fifth tallies after
freshman midfielder. Laurie Leary ·
collected her first career goal. Yale

Date

Opponent

Mar. 31
Apr.
4

@ Brown
@ Massachusetts with
Harvard
@ Rhode Island with
Springfield
Boston College Relays
@ Bowdoin with Colby
New Englands
EAIAW R·e gionals
AIAW Nationals, Univ. of
Texas at Austin

SOFTBALL
10

Opponent

Time

3:00
@Lowell
1:00 doubleheader
@ Connecticut
4
12:00 doubleheader
@ Bentley
5
2:30 doubleheader
FITCHBURG
7
MASSACHUSETTS 1:00 doubleheader
11
3:30 doubleheader_
@ Keene
14
2:00 doubleheader
VERM'ONT
18
2:00 doubleheader
@ Plymouth
21
24-25 Vermont Tournament
@ Burlington
3:00 doubleheader
PROVIDENCE
27
1-2 EAIAW First Round
May
8-9 EAIAW Regionals
21-24 AIAW Nationals

Apr.

photography
should stop by
Room 151

SPRING TRACK AND FIELD

Women

Date

•
m
•
reporting
or·

maintained a balanced attack · season. Eileen Stanley recorded
however, which matched first half nin~ saves as the Bulldogs upped
efforts with . , four goals in the
theu season mark to 2-1.
second.
The Wildcats were without the
"Our defense played really well
services of senior tri-capta1n Gaby
in the first half but our midfielders
Haroules who suffered an allergic
seemed to have held back, so it was
reaction earlier this week.
hard to move up field and into
Haroules, last season's second
scoring position," explained
leading scorer with 17 goals and I0
Hesler, whose five-goal flurry
assists, is expected to return to the
matched Monday's performance
line-up within the next week.
which saw the Wildcats easily
"We (UNH and Yale) were welldefeating Springfield College 8-0.
matched without Gaby (Haroules)
"Laurie (Leary) played really well.
She only had two shots on goal, · there. Without Gaby to contend
with, Yale was able to double and
one went in and one hit the post."
triple team Carla," Henderson
said.
Freshman goaltender Deb Cram
Hesler will join Haroules and
turned aside 16 Bulldog shots and
made what assistant coach Kathy tri-captain Donna Modini in
·Henderson termed as "some hopes of offsetting an obvious lack
outstanding saves." Cram was of Wildcat experience when UNH
credited with the shutout in travels to Bowdoin next
,
Monday's opening win of the Wednesdav.

2

'Cat
Schedules

May

16-18
22
2-3
8-9
28-30

of the MUB.

Th11e
3:00
12:30

3:00
3:00

LACROSSE
Date

Opponent

Time

Mar. 30
Apr.
8
14
16
21
23
25
27
29
May
1-2
15-16

SPRINGFIELD
@Yale
@Bowdoin
@ Harvard
BRIDGEWATER
NORTHEASTERN
@ Dartmouth
MASSACHUSETTS
BROWN
@ Rhode Island
EAIAW Regionals
AIAW Nationals

3:30
3:30
3:00
3:00
3:30
3:30
3:00
1:00
3:30
3:30

Sports Shorts
Trackwomen split

Men
Date
Apr.

May

~he U_niversity of N~w. H~mpshire Women's track team opened
the1r spring seas~n by_ f1mshmg second in a tri-meet Tuesday. Host
team Brow_n Umvers1ty won the meet, scoring 81 points. UN H
followed with 65. follojed by Providence with 24.

Opponent
4
MIT & BATES
8
Holy Cross & URI
11
Open
16
Boston College Relays
18
MAINE
21
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
23-25 Penn Relays
26
Dartmouth Relays
2
Open
9
Open
16-17 New England @ URI
23-24 ICAAA's at Villanova

Men's schedules

Trackmen open

continued on .page 22

,.

The University of New· Hampshire's spring track and field
schedule opens tomorrow at home. The Wildcats host MIT and
Bates in a tri-meet at 12:30 p.m. U.N.H coach John Copeland, who
ended his 8-3 indoor season February 24, brings hjs third varsity
squad of the year into a new season.

Crew club at BU
U. N. H c~ew club opens its seasc:m to!llorrow at Boston University.
The men will race BU and the University of Massachusetts while the
women take on BU and Simmons College. The first race begins at
8:40 a.m. at the B. U. boat house on the Charles River in Boston.

UNH All-Stars
The U.N.H. women's hockey team sent five representatives to the
North squad in the ,Women's Intercollegiate Hockey Association
(WICHA) All-Star game held at Boston University on Saturday.
The North team won 6-3 as Wildcat Marcy Pannabecker, U.N.H.'s
leading scorer during the year, contributed a goal. Also competing
for U.N.H. was goalie Donna Nystrom, Cindy McKay, Kathy
Bryant, and Diane Langlais. Wildcat Gaby Horoules was also
named to the squad but did not compete due to a lacrosse game.
~!
-.:t-: .

:•l,

Sports
'Cats sweep pair from Springfield, 5-4, 3-1
By Ged Carbone
Tom O'Shea pitched a five-hit,
one-run ballgame to cap a UNH
double-header sweep over
Springfield College at Springfield,
Massachusetts yesterday.
In game one, Jeff Stroher's tenth
inning single scored Chris Collins
from second base giving the
Wildcats a 5-4 victory.

The double header took five and
a half hours to complete. Tom
Conner began the opener with a
one-out double down the right
field line.
Mike Salinaro's grounder to
second was misplayed by Chief's
second baseman Dave Chenail
who looked up at Conner running
to third and bobbled the ball.

Wildcat catcher Chris Collins
followed Salinaro with an RBI
single that travelled all of thirtyfeet; halfway to the pitcher's
mound.
Springfield pitcher Tom
Willerson fielded the ball, looked
to home where Conner was
scoring, then to first, which Collins
was crossing. Salinaro wound up
on second.
Jim W holley then drilled a single
to left but was denied an RBI when
Salinaro was cut down on a close
play at the plate. Jeff Stroher
struck o·ut to end the Wildcat first.
Wildcat pitcher Andy Adams
had little trouble with Springfield
hitters allowing only one walk and
two base hits through three
innings.
The Chief's most serious threat
came in the third when back -tobark singles gave the men on first
and third with one down.
The uprising was quelled when
the Chief's Yin Donato hit a
shallow fly to LeCompte in left. .
Both runners held and the next
hitter grounded short to second.
The Wildcats scored three runs
in their half of the fourth with a
two-out rally. Mike McGillis, Vint
Choinere, and Paul LeCompte,
each singled to load the base.
Tom Conner then reached out
and slapped a 1-1 pitch down the
right field line for a three run
double. Conner was cut down at
third by a double relay while trying
to stretch it into a triple.
The Chiefs rallied for four runs in the
bottom of the fourth to tie the
game. With one down, Springfield
third baseman Jeff Bogus hit a
grounder to Adams at the mound.
Adams bobbled the ball and Bogus
(his real nanie) was safe at first.

UNH Basketball 1s m lull stride as the 'Cats took a pair from
Springfield yesterday (Henri Barber photo).

Adams let his error ruin his
concentration as he walked the
next five Springfield hitters, giving
the Chief's two free runs and the
bases loaded.
Shortstop Joe

Batswomen open with 4-1
By Jackie MacMullan
Strong pitching by Mary -Lou
Bates and a tough defensive game
in the infield led the UN H softball
team to a 4-1 win over Lowell
University in their season opener
yes te_rda y.
Bates silenced Lowell's offensive
threats with a two-hit, threestrikeout performance on the
~ound . The junior mixed up
p1tc_~es all afternoon while giving
up Just one walk.

I-

"Mary Lou was determined to
be our s_tarting pitcher," said
Coach Jane Job. "She worked
hard all summer because she
wanted that. Today she proved she
deserved it. You watch her, she is
going to be great all year."
UNH had a little trouble
connecting in the first couple of
innings off Lowell pitcher Shelia
Mason . Earlier in the week, Mason
and her· teammates had blanked
Oivision I pow~rU-Mass6-0, but
in the third inning, the Wildcats
started ~o do some damage.
Karen Levesque, a scrappy third
baseman, who is one of two
freshmen in the starting lineup,
started things off when she reached
base on an error by the Lowell
shortstop.

Fairbanks reached on a run
scoring fielders choice; Choinere
to Conner for the force at second.
Yin Donato then singled to right,
scoring the fourth and final ,
Springfield run from third. Adams
then bore down and got Bob
McDermott, the ninth Chief to hit
in the fourth, to pop to right.
Over the next five innings, the
Wildcats had men in scoring
position five times but could not
drive the run home. Adams
al.lowed five more Springfield hits
before nailing down the game in _
the tenth.
In game two, the Wildcats fell
behind 1-0 in the first when
Chenail drilled a two-out double to
center and scored on a Larry
Soucy sin_gle. O'Shea then got
Bogus to fly to right.
The Wildcats tied the game in
the second with some smart base
running. Chris Collins walked to
lead off the inning.
Jim Wholley drilled a shot to left
center which was miraculously
tracked down through gusting
winds ~y Springfield centerfielder
John(Bugs)Flannery. Collins had
to return to first.
Jeff ·stroher's single to center
sent Collins into third. UNH coach
Conner then yelled to everyone on
tQe field that Stroher would be
going on th_e next pitch ~
Andy Brickley squared around
to bunt as Collins took off and the
rattled Chief's pitcher threw the
ball over the catcher's head,
,allowing Collins to score and
sending Stroher to third. Brickley
and Bill Peach then struck out.
After the Chiefs lone run
O'Shea retired the next eight
batters in a row before giving up a
walk _and a single in the fourth.
With Chiefs on first and second,
Bugs Flannery hit a fly ball to
Wholley in center. Wholley caught
the ball and fired it to Conner at
second, doubling the baserunner
up.

•

Will

In the fifth, the Wildcats
finished off the scoring with two
runs. With one out, B~ll Peach
walked and went to third on a Vint
Choinere single.
On the next pitch, Choinere
broke for second and Springfield
catcher Bob McDermott threw the
ball into center field, scoring Peach
and advancing Choinere to third.
Paul LeCompte squared to bunt
as Choinere charged the plate and
laid down a perfect squeeze bunt
along the third baseline. Choinere
scored and LeCompte wound up
on first with a base hit.
The game was then held up for
twenty minutes when LeCompte
barrelled into second baseman
Dave Chenail to break up the
double play attempt on Tom
Conner's grounder to short.
Chenail's shin broke in two and
he was not removed from the field
until an ambulance arrived.
Springfield coach Charlie Roys
said about the injury, "It'sjust one
of those things that happen . y OU
can't hold anyone accountable for
it. I'd have to hold my second
baseman at least as accountable as
the runner for not getting out of
the way."
...
Chenail's father was not as
magnanimous, however, as he
tried to fight members of the
Wildcat team and had to be
subdued by spectators. The game,
scheduled for seven innings, was
called for darkness after six
complete innings with the Wildcats
ahead 3-1.
"It's good to win two," Conner
said. "We didn't hit well, but we
played well ttnd the pitching was
great."
·
"We played good defense,and
got a couple of double plays,"
O'Shea said. "If you get good
defense, you won't let up many
hits. And Charlie Collins called an
excellent game behind the plate, he
really took control."
The Wildcats will put their 8-1
record on the line with a home
double-header versus Providence
0n April 7 at I :00.

at Lowell

Terri Birmingham
followed with a bunt and she and
Levesque advanced an extra base
on the overthrow to first. Beth
MacDonald then sent home the
first run of the game with a
sacrifice fly .
Lowell retaliated in the bottom
of the frame when Lisa Perellie
bunted, Mason walked, and Kathy
Toppi hit a sacrifice fly to tie it

up,1-1.
The Wildcats' freshmen then
went to work to put the game out
M reach.
Rookie centerfielder
Kathy Burmeister looped a triple
over Lowell outfielder Maureen
Conroy's head and Bates sent her
home on the next play with a
squeeze bunt.
In the fifth, it was a freshman
. who took charge again as
Levesque belted a triple to right.
Birmingham then got into the act
and lined a single down the middle
to bring in the third UNH run.
Aside from helping out with the
bat, both Burmeister and LevesmiP- turned some key plays _in ~he field _.
"The new kids were reallv
impressive," lauded Bates, a junior
and co-captain of the squa·d . "I
relaxed a lot when they fielded the
first ground ball. It was then I
knew they . could do it and they
' knew it too."

Mhark Ahearn blocks plate in last year's action. This season's version of the Wildcats boast an 8-1 record (file

p oto).

Though scoring four runs, 'the
Wildcats were able to manage just
seven hits, and struck out five

"Over all it was a super win, but
the only thing I'm unhappy about
.is the number of strike-outs, "said
Job."No one should strike out in

softball. It shouldn't happen if you
stav loose and are aggressive and
wan~ to hit." The squad-wfll suit up
agarn
Saturday
against
Connecticutt in Storrs.

